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Spencer Reports Library Decision
By J i m Cobbs
,1. Ronald Spencer, dean For community
life, has announced a decision on the
complaints arising from this February's
library dispute, but the case remains unsettled, as one student promised he would
appeal the Dean's ruling.
Under Spencer's ruling, II. Roderick
Bolden, '75, Neil S. Slratton, '75, Gregory I,.
Forte, '74, and Reginald Martin, '74, were
all censured and Willie 0. Smith, '74, and
Alan S. Honson, '73 were admonished for
their parts in the incident which culminated
in a fight in I he library.
The Student Handbook defines admonition
as "a formal warning of the incurrence of
serious blame. Notice is sent home to a
student's parents or guardian."
Censure is defined as "the result of more
serious blame than that for which admonition is given. Notice of Censure is
published for the college community.
Censured students are not in good standing,
•not eligible for honorable dismissal, and
liable for automatic suspension in case of a
second Censure,"
Henson said he would appeal Spencer's
decision to Thomas A. Smith, vice-president
of the College, because he said he was not
satisfied with the penalties. In a Tripod
interview, he said he felt the penalties
against the other students in the case were
not stiff enough and claimed "the convictions were not based on the evidence as
presented."
The other parties to the case said they did
not wish to comment at this time.
Spencer announced his decision last
Wednesday in a seven-page letter to the
parties involved in the hearings. In the
letter. Spencer discussed how he reached his
decision and commented on the recommendations which a Board of Inquiry had
given him. The members of the Board were
David A. Barthwell, '74, chairman, Karl
Kurth. professor of physical education, and
Del Shilkret, dean for student services.

Spencer reported the Board of Inquiry in a
2-1 split
recommended
censure,
rather than suspension, of Bolden, Forte,
and Stratton, who were found guilty of
College regulations No. 1 (abuse or physical
assault of any person), No. 8 (disturbances
of the peace or disorderly conduct), and No.
9 (interference with members of the college
community in the performance of their
duties).
In deciding to accept the Board's
recommendation of censure, Spencer said,
"Neither I nor the Board found evidence
that the physical abuse was pre-meditated."
He explained that he believed that tempers
flared only after the group of students approached Henson at the library and asked
him for an apology for an alleged insult.
He added that the Black students losing
their tempers must be seen in the light of
history.
"The fact that for much of our history as a
nation black women have been highly
vulnerable to racial abuse and that black
men have been unable to effectively defend
black women against such abuse helps to
explain why Mr. Bolden—like Mr. Forte and
Mr. Stratton—ultimately resorted to
violence," he asserted. "This consideration
does not excuse such behavior, for violence
on a college campus is inexcusable. But it
must be taken into account in determining
penalties, and this I have done in rejecting
suspension."
Of others charged in the case, Martin was
found guilty of disturbance of the peace and
interference with members of the college
community in- the performance of their
duties, while Henson was found guilty of
knowingly furnishing false information to
the College community and disturbance of
the peace.
Henson was also charged with physical
assault. College Rule No. 1. He was found
guilty by Shilkret and Barthwell, but
Spencer decided to acquit him. Spencer.

said, "The question is, were some or all of
these actions aggressive or were they taken
only in self-defense? Testimony on this
question was unclear. Mr. Barthwell and
Dean Shilkret concluded that one or more of
these actions was agressive and thus constituted a violation of College Regulation
No. 1. Professor Kurth concluded that all of
these actions were taken in self-defense."
"It is possible that Mr. Barthwell and
Dean Shilkret were correct in interpreting
one or more of Mr. Henson's actions as
aggressive," he admitted. "However,
because the testimony on this point was
confused and contradictory, I cannot say
that it has been proven beyond a reasonable
doubt that he was guilty of violating College
regulation No. 1. •
Henson was, nowever,, found guilty for
giving false information to the college. He
had told the Tripod that the group of
students involved in the dispute "broke in'
at the library. He also stated that he had
been punched from "20 to 30 times".
Spencer agreed with the board that both of
these statements were false. Only Barthwell
found false Henson's statement that "Forte
and Smith had thrown the sheet of plate
glass from the top of the library desk to the
floor." Spencer agreed with the majority of
the board on this count and decided that
Henson's statement was not false.
Henson argued that the Tripod was not
really part of the college, but the board did
not accept this because the paper is owned
by the trustees, which makes it a part of the
school. Spencer agreed with the board's
interpretation.
Spencer included in his letter a concluding
observation in which he criticized the
parties involved for being self- righteous
throughout the hearings. He said "None of
the respondents—neither Mr. Henson, on
one side, nor Messrs. Boldon, Forte, Martin,
Smith, Stratton on the other has any cause to
be proud of his behavior during the evening

of February 1. Each student exhibited a
strong tendency to let emotion rather than
reason direct his action; each lost his head
when level-headedness was urgently
needed. As a result, the incident grew all out
of proportion, to the detriment not only of
the' parties involved, but of the general
College Community."
• ••
Henson thought Spencer's penalties were
too light. He said, "these were very serious
infractions of the rules and it is ridiculous
that these students simply got censure." He
said he thought suspension or expulsion
would have been more appropriate.
Henson also protested the presence of
Shilkret on the board of Inquiry. He said that
Shilkret had made decisions without any
background. Henson stated that Shilkret
was being racist in his decisions by being
anti-white and that a fair trial was impossible with that kind of thinking.
Because of Shilkret's alleged anti-white
attitude, Henson said the actual conditions
of the fight had not been weighed heavily
enough. Henson said the Black students had
walked into the library, interfered with him
on his job, and demanded a public apokigy.
"They were planning to fight if they did not
get the apology," he added. "What right do
groups of people have to go around an,d
make demands on people and- then try to'
force people to comply with their deniands?"
"-•Speaking of the trial as a whole, Henson
said it was "a cover up." He charged that
from the way he saw the evidence there was
no basis for many of the decisions.
Henson said he hoped Smith or Lockwood
would not be prejudiced in making their
decisions during the apeal so that he could
arrive at a "just" statement instead of an
"easy" one.

Russian Trip Fun But With Bugs
By Lindsay Mann
"The first thing we saw in Russia was the
sun shimmering on the fresh snow at a 16th
century monastery outside Moscow, It
seemed as if we were back in 16th century
Russia," said James West, instructor of
history and one of two group leaders for the
trip to Russia on March 16 to April 1.
West and Samuel Kassow, instructor of
history, toured Moscow, Leningrad, and
Kiev with 40 students and three adults. The
students generally said the trip was fantastic, but some were not as enthusiastic as

the rest.
.-•..-,
There was a "multiplicity" of experiences
among the group, said West. Many people
came back impressed by a people who work
hard for their goals and are very proud of
their accomplishments, he said.
Joyce Ann Krinitsky, '73, said she left the
Soviet Union with an "admiration for the,
country." "I met people who believed they
were working for the betterment of their
country, of their people," she said. She said
the Soviet people take "real joy" in just

Rooms All Out With 124
Students Unaccounted For
together, if at all possible,
He said there is no guarantee every
At the culmination of last week's room student will have a room ,on campus by
selection process, there were still about 124 September. However, he added, in the past,
priority numbers that had not.been used, all students. had received rooms and,
according to Del Shilkret, dean for student judging on past performance, he felt no need
services. Of these, Shilkret said he expects a' to be worried.
. .• •'
certain percentage to withdraw their
Shilkret said that he felt the whole process
housing agreements by May 9. He said at "went pretty well." The worst night, said
this point he can not be sure of how many Shilkret. was the first, when the singles
:
people are on the room, waiting lists. were chosen.
-, ••.'
because students can add or withdraw their
Shilkret commented that he couldn't yet
names up to May 9.
say whether the room rating would change
Shilkret explained as vacancies open up. for next year. He noted the dorms would
on campus, the first option to fill them will probably end , up in relatively similar
go to those students who will be living in the categories..
, ;,' /
' \
room. After July 4th, Shilkret said he would
According to Shilkret. most of the comstart assigning transfer students to those ments he got from students concerning the
rooms which hadn't yet been filled. Then, he selection process were favorable. He hopes
said, the rooms which had previously been to arrange another meeting with the subassigned for transfer students will become committee from the College Affairs Comavailable for students on the waiting list.
mittee that originally initiated the changes
These rooms will be assigned by priority for this year's Selection process: They'll
numbers, and Shilkret said most of the discuss whether they think any further
rooms would be in dorms from the C and D changes should be implemented, Shilkret
categories. Shilkret added he would make
«.-«.>.» offnrf tn arrange for friends to live
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what'the'y 're doing, no matter where or what
it is. As a result, she said she has become
pro-Soviet.
Krinitsky added she would not defect for
life to the Soviet Union, "but I would love to
live there for six months to a year."
Diane Fierri, '73, said she; was not in
"much of a hurry" to go back, but she said
the trip changed her stereotyped, view of
Russia. "Their accomplishments during
and since the revolution impressed me," she
said.
.
:
John Holloway, '75, said "I had kind of an American chauvinist point of view towards .
Russia, but it changed after the trip." He
said Russia is a "great" country.
West said, "We were given remarkably
free reign, more than I expected." He said
this helped many students contact Soviet .
people.
'.'.
Kevin Stover, '75, said walking freely in
the streets in the early morning, seeing and
talking to people "as they really are" was
the highlight of his trip. He also said there
was a great amount of free reign. .
Amy.Goldbert, '74, said, "It was kind of a
James Bond type of .feeling," because
supposedly the .rooms .wer.e bugged and
people were following them. ;
The high point of the trip were the theaters
for most people, said West. "It was. the
theater which helped:them get over their

initial cultural shock," he said. Agreeing
with West, Betsy Rosenberg, '75, said the
skill and professionalism of the performers
impressed her.
Americans attract the Russian people,
explained West, because it is a country of no
foreigners. Little kids go after tourists with
little pins, because they want chewing gum,
which Russia does not produce, Goldbert
said. "Sometimes, the only words they knew.
were "chewing gum" and "pins," she said,
Krinistsky said people approached her to
buy her clothes,
Fierri said the parasite which most of the
group caught drained her enthusiasm for
the trip. The water in Leningrad, was the
source of the parasite, according to West,
Goldbert described the sickness as follows:
"one day it feels as it someone is punching
you in the stomach; the next someone is
playing with a voodoo doll and filling you
with needles, and then there's the
diarrhea!"
If West were to return to Russia with
another group next year, he said it would
number approximately fifteen. Most of the
students agreed the large group-this year
was a bit too bulky.
Said West, "It seems I've created a group
of two week expertis! But they are only just
beginning to discover the country."

Seniors "Expected" In Gowns
By Lenny Goldschmidt"

Graduating seniors are "expected" to
wear caps and gowns to graduation, according to Vice President Thomas Smith.
He said students voiced their opinion
through a poll in which they expressed their
wish for caps and gowns.
According to Andy Wolf '73, the question
on the poll asked students if they would be

"violently opposed" to wearing caps and
gowns, and most students said no. The 150th
anniversary year of the college may have
influenced the decision of the seniors, Wolf
added.
In past years, Smith said, students who
decided not to wear caps and gowns donated
the money to worthwhile causes.
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African Student

Studying Abroad - - In The United States
By Lois Kimmelman
Trinity's representative from the African
nation Somalia, Hassan Dudu, '74, recently
attended a conference for New England
international students at the University of
New Hampshire, along with Selbourne
Brown, '75, from Jamaica. At the conference the students discussed their attitudes and problems and focused on the
situation of the foreign student in the U.S.
college today, Dudu said.
Dudu said the students covered a variety
of topics at the conference, which lasted
from February 15 to 17 and included approximately 350 foreign students and* 150
foreign student advisors from the New
England college area. He said these topics
included immigration problems and the
commitment of American institutions to
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international students.
At the conference, educators and officials
from the U.S. State Department and Immigration Services answered questions
from the students, said Dud. However,
many of the officials were "on the defensive," he asserted, when students asked
them about immigrations problems they
had.
Dudu explained that renewing visas is a
major problem many foreign students
share. A visa is normally given for a period
of a year, and then a student must renew it,
he said. "But even if you send in all your
materials, it's very likely you'll get your
visa much later," that is, after the renewal
deadline, Dudu said. "In the meantime you
get thousands of letters asking why you
haven't applied for a new visa, and they
threaten you with deportation." he continued.
The officials present at the conference
tended to disregard the foreign students'
frustration and told them "You people
should be patient," according to Dudu.
Another area of discussion at the meeting
was the purposes and problems of education
far international students, according to
Dudu.
One problem was that some foreign
students are forced to take certain courses
while they are in the U.S., Dudu said. He
cited an example of a foreign student in 1963
who was deported because he refused to
take a course entitled "The American
Experience" while he was here.
Still another complaint raised at the
conference was the unfair treatment of
foreign students by the law, he said. "If
foreign students are arrested (in the U.S.,),
the police don't give attention to the fact that
you represent a foreign country and that you
also have rights," Dud asserted. "They
don't help you get in touch with any embassy," he said. He claimed the officials at
the meeting tried to excuse themselves on
this point also.
Dudu added his impressions of the U.S.
(Which he did not bring up at the conference). He said his major complaint is the

American media. "II. is Ihe worst media I
have experienced because it. hardly says
any truths about Africa. Especially TV and
newspapers create illusions" lie said. Dudu
gave the media's common usage of Hie
Tarzan figure and Margaret Mead's an
thropological studies as evidence of the way
they distort, the image! of Africa.
Despite the complaints and problems
many international students have in I lie
U.S., as related by Dudu, ho slated he* felt
his own experience at. Trinity has boon good
and people here have been helpful. lie also
said he thought there was a "maximum
interaction" between foreign and American
students on this campus.
Dudu said he felt most of the foreign
students are "pretty well assimilated" into
the Trinity culture. He said ho and other
foreign student tried to organize meetings
and parties for the foreign students here but
few attended. He attributed this to the fact
that most of the foreign students already felt
"integrated" into campus life.
He said the academic adjustment was
harder than the social adjustment to this
college. He is taking engineering have, and
said he finds the course work difficult.
Dudu said he is somewhat involved in the
Trinity Coalition of Blacks. Last semester
lie was on the TOR education committee,
which is trying to make the curriculum
more relevant to Black people, he said.
said the Intel-cultural Department has low
black-oriented courses, and there should bo
more courses on black history and
langugage. He suggested a course in
Swahiii, in the Modern languages department, the language spoken by all of eastern
and central Africa, and since there are
about 700 Afro-Americans here.
Presently Trinity waivers Dudu's tuition
and fees, he said, and TCB has given him a
room.
Dudu came to the U.S. in 1970, and since
then he has attended three colleges. He said
he is among one percent of Somalis who go
to Western colleges. For his first year he
went to Warren Wilson College, a small
conservative Presbyterian college in North

Carolina, lie said he left Warren Wilson
mainly because tin* .school pressured him
mil. Id ho involved politically in school affairs. Dudu explained ho was President of
foreign students al the. school and as
president, ho had filed complaints because
"the work was not well-dislributod between
foreign students and other students. Foreign
students would be assigned to do menial jobs
while; Iho rest, of the students worked in
offices," lit! said.
Dudu then attended the Stale University
of New York at New I'allz, which lie said, he
(ieeided to leave because lie wauled to study
engineering.
After obtaining his masters degree, Dudu
said he plans to return to Somalia and work
in his own country. He said few .somalis go to
school for engineering and therefore, there
will bo a demand for engineers when he
returns.

Three To Talk
On African lib
i

Three representatives nf the Liberation
Support Movement ism, an organization
opposed to Portuguese colonial rule in
Africa, will discuss "Revolution in Africa"
Thursday, May :t at Trinity.
The audio-visual presentation will start al
I! p.m. in the auditorium of Life Sciences
Center. Speakers will be Dennis and Ginger
Mercer of Vancouver, B.C., who have
worked with LSM for about throe years
traveling extensively in Africa, and Peter
Dollner of Copenhagen, Denmark, another
LSM worker.
They will discuss the Portuguese colonial
system in Mozambique, Angola, and Portuguese Guinea, describe the progress of
anti-colonial guerrilla warfare, and outline
U.S. involvement in the affairs of these
colonies, The program is sponsored by the
Mather Hall Board of Governors.

Garrison Says Military Planned Coup

By Mark Salonia

Jim Garrison, New Orleans District Attorney, spoke to a large crowd in Mather
Hall last Thursday night about "The Obsolescence of 1984".
Centering his lecture around an alleged
coup d'etat involving the late John F.
Kennedy's assassination, Garrison insisted
our government has exchanged democracy
for fascism.
Throughout the entire two-and-a-half hour
presentation, Garrison asserted the Pentagon was responsible for the Kennedy
killing and probably plotted the Sixties'
assassinations. He said the Pentagon is also
managing United States foreign affairs.
Garrison's said the Joint Chiefs of Staff

•14

are responsible for our country's involvement in wars such as Viet Nam. The
Cold War is non-existent, he said, and
claimed it is nothing more than a cover up
for military expenditures.
The Pentagon feeds the war machine with
the "blood of our soldiers," he chairged and
said this will continue for as long as we let
the "generals" run our country. He accused
the presidents since World War II of consenting to be puppets for the military.
John F. Kennedy was the only exception to
the dealings with the Pentagon, according to
Garrison. Kennedy was the only courageous
president ever to stand up to the Pentagon,
and as a result, he forfeited his life, said

Qxnam Speaks on China
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Robert Uxnam, assistant professor of
history compared the Chinese and
American systems of higher education, in a
speech he made last Wednesday sponsored
by Pi Gammu Mu, social science honor
society.
Oxnam traced Chinese education from the
past to its present-day state, showing where
along the line it has been influenced by
American philosophies and institutions.
He said Chinese higher education stressed
memorization of the classics up until the
late 1800's. Students were made to commit
all the Chinese classics to memory, a task he
compared • to memorizing all of
Shakespeare, in order to pass stringent Civil
Service exams.
However, Oxnam pointed out that when
China tried to respond to Western incursions
in the 1890's and early 1900's, many colleges,
especially Peking University, tried to follow
American models. Philosophers such as
John Dewey greatly affected Chinese
education, he said, thus liberalizing
education and changing it into a place for
intellectual inquiry rather than passive
memorization.
Two of the most famous people at Peking
University were Hu Shin, one of the leaders
of Chinese vernacular realism, and Mao TseTung. Oxnam quipped that Mao did little
studying while he was in college, but

nevertheless Mao owed some of his thoughts
to his American-based education.
Oxnam also cited two minor examples of
American influence on Chinese higher
education. First in the early part of this
century the Chinese instituted dorms
similar to those in U.S. colleges, he said.
Also, he said they founded alumni
associations.

Garrison.
The CIA prepared Oswald to serve as a
"terrible Cuban Communist," he continued
and Jack Ruby was hired by the government
to keep Oswald quiet.
Garrison cited the Robert Kennedy affair,
as another example of U.S. fascism. He
gave evidence that bullets other than Sirhan
Sirhan's killed the late senator. He pointed
out that Robert Kennedy's assassination
gave Nixon the election, and the attempt on

Wallace's life caused his re-election. Nixon
had made his pact with the Pentagon
generals and kept the Viet Nam war rolling
as long as possible, Garrison said.
"The U.S. government will continue to use
her agencies to spy on and control the public
and to conceal that which she so desires,"
Garrison concluded. Orwell's 1984 is closer
than one can imagine, he claimed, and said
that Watergate is only one of many blunders
to be exposed in the future.
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Oxnam then explained that Chinese
education evolved under other influences
beside the American one after the Communist victory in 1949, particularly the
Soviet system of education. So blindly did
the Chinese follow Russia's educational
program, Oxnam said, that the Chinese
instituted such required courses as
Ballroom Dancing.

Mao began to grow frustrated with the
growth of a technocratic educated elite in
China, said Oxnam. To shake up the college
students and professors, J Mao closed the:
Chinese colleges in the: "Cultural
Revolution" in order for students to devote
themselves full-time to work in the fields
and factories, to get back in touch with the
people,

Sanderson Named Tripod Head
Doug Sanderson, '74 was elected editor of
the TRIPOD at a staff meeting following the
resignation of Matthew E. Moloshok, '74
Sanderson previously served on the paper as
sports editor for a full year.
Moloshok, editor since January, will
continue to write his weekly column "If
Dogs Run Free."
The TRIPOD staff also elected Lindsay
Mann, '76, managing editor, Jim Cobbs, '76
News Editor, Jenifer Frank, '74 arts editor
and Pete Taussig, "75, Sports Editor, Lois
Kimmelman, '73.5 and Adrien Mally '76
were reelected copy editors. David Levin,
75 and Lloyd Wolf, '74 were also reelected
as photography editors.
Photo By Dan Keltnan

Robert Oxnam

Charles Charvaslr, '75 remained business
manager, and Mildred Carabello, '76, was
elected Advertising Manager. There is

presently a vacancy for the position of
circulation manager.
In an interview, Sanderson said, "I should
have no problem in maintaining the present
quality of the paper." He does want to improve the coverage on campus activities
next semester, he said. He wants to develop
a purely business section of the staff, which
will be something entirely new, he said.
Sanderson hopes to have a sufficiently
large budget to adequately serve the Trinity
community, and he said he. plans to keep a
"strict lookout" on the funds alloted to the
paper next year.
"My qualms concerning the turnover of
sports to a new successor are dispelled by
the selection of Pete Taussig,"he said.
Said vSanderson, "It's gonna be fun next
semester."
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College Affairs Committee

Rebecca
Adorns
b
Ad
Mori Atllor
Francisco L. Borgos
Richard Bryan
Rebecca Dunn
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Richard Bryan
Paul Acampora
Peter Grape
Tony Piccirlllo
Jeff Clark
Meri Adler
Debbie Heidecorn
Scott Smith
Jim Cobbs
Kevin Baker
Raymond Johnson
Marcla
Speziole
Martha Cohen
David Barthwell
Alison Kaye
Ralph Stone
Susan Crimmins
Peter Basch
Robin Landy
Scott Thompson
Barry Ehrlich
Bonnie Bernstein
Susan Lewis
Peter Voorhees
Mark Feathers
Philip J. Bieluch
John Linehan
Stow Walker
John Gates
David Bornn
Gary Morgans
Charles E. Gooley
Francisco Borges
Steve Newsome
I n my two years at Trin Coll Sane I have indicated a large interest in student affairs and organizations, and feel the TCC
is one of the best ways in which to express my opinions in such matters. As a result of the year I spent as Coordinator of
Students for McGovern, I've developed a familiarity with the workings of student organizations as well as with the administration of Trinity College. I feel I'm competent and concerned enough to be an effective member of the Council.
—Gary Morgans
As a freshman member of the Student Executive Committee (SEC), I 've been involved in the workings of student-faculty
activity. I have also been a member of Trinity Young Democrats and Trinity Women's Organization (TWO), ! would
continue my efforts to work for the Interests of the student body. The TCC is the most representative committee on campus
and would provide me with an opportunity to express your viewpoints and opinions as well as my own.
—Martha Cohen 7d
As someone who has been a member of the Trinity College Council for the past one and a half years, I feet that i have
contributed significantly to the efforts it has made to Improve life at Trinity. I was chairman of the TCC Committee on the
Environment, which has started the newspaper recycling program on campus and established a special committee to
work with President Lockwood to work on more complex environmental Issues. If re-elected to the TCC, I fntend to continue my work in ways which will benefit the College community.
—Peter Basch

ch represented a
as

community life £

more known and available to the student body. Hopefully, If we are more aware of what goes on, the apathy will end.
—Steve Usdin

Activities Committee

Mark Feathers
Steve Newsome
Gary Morgans
Marcla Spezlale
Early in the year I discovered that the SAC was extremely influential In the social and educational life of students at
Trinity. The SAC controls the allocation of 90,000 of student funds and sets policy for all organizations on this campus
Although I am not a member of the SAC, I have attended almost all of its weekly (open) meetings since November.
Due partly to the dissolution of the Senate In 1969, there has sprung up a somewhat Ill-defined confusing structure for
dealing with campus organizations, one which Is potentially explosive and which I would like to work towards alleviating.
—Mark Feathers
I'm seeking election. I have no great promises to make or plans to unveil.
I can only say that, If elected, I will take all responsibilities seriously, devoting my best energies to the tasks and duties
of office, ever mindful of the welfare of the Trinity Community.
-^Marcla Spezlale 74
I run for the SAC as someone concerned with and Interested In the funding of student organizations, as well as with the
establishment of new organizations. Through Involvement with many campus groups I've become familiar with the
various workings of student organizations. And as coordinator of Students for McGovern for a year I've learned much
about organizational bureaucracies and the financial needs of student groups. I consider myself capable enough to handle
the lob, and I'm willing to do it; hence I'm running for the committee.
—Gary Morgans

Budget Committee

Rebecca Adams
Lindsay Mann
Francisco Borges
Bob Sears
Jim Cobbs
Ralph Stone
Susan Crimmins
Scott Thompson
Robin Landy
Charles Ward
Norm Luxemburg
In order to evaluate the needs of Student Organizations it Is necessary to take the time to talk to a tot of people and understandtheexactneedsandvalueofeachorganlzation. I amwillingtotakethistinne. Thanks.
—Jim Cobbs
I am running for the Budget Committee because of my sincere interest In student government. My economics
background provides me with some experience in dealing with financial matters. Since the Budget Committee allocates
funds to different sfudent organizations, it is Imperative that members of the committee have no specific allegiances to
other organizations. I have no partisan interests in any other student organizations, and I will devote all the time required
to the affairs of the Budget Committee if elected. Observing the procedure of the Budget Committee this past year has
made me very familiar with its operation. I feel that I have more to offer to this committee than anyone elserunnlng, and I
would greatly appreciate yoursupport. Thank you for reading this.
J
IB
*
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-Scott Thompson

Curriculum Committee

Peter Dasch
Ruld Birdsall
Richard Hryan
peter Grapo
Raymond Johnson
Maurice Landry

Lindsay Mann
Camilla MeRory
Heidi Neubauer
Algis Ra|eckas
Scott Smith
David Solis
Stow Walker
I am running for a position on the Curriculum Committee and thought I might share some of my ideas with you. 1 • An
alteration of the open semester to a value of 2 or 3 credits along with other courses offered on campus for the student
staying in Hartford area as well as the present alternative worth 4 credits. 2 • Lab credit for those courses outside sciences
which involve field or lab work In addition to the normal course load. 3 • A change of the Freshman Seminar to a survey
course which familiarizes the student to the curriculum, recent developments In many fields of study, and various employment opportunities. It Is my belfef that Trinity College does not act soon enough or decisively enough to prepare its
students for further education or a job after graduation. An optional Freshman Seminar as described above might be the
answer. These are a few of the suggestions I would make If nominated to the Curriculum Committee. Please feel free to get
In touch with me if you have any comments. I would I ike to hear them.
—David Soils
The Curriculum Committee is one of the most Important committees to which a student can be elected. The decisions
made by this committee affect the college community in ways that are felt In day-to-day life. The course catalogue that all
students received a few days ago is published by the Curriculum Committee, and all the new courses offered In It must be
approved by that committee. Many more important issues are under Its |urlsdiction: the future of arts at Trinity, number
nf credits required for graduation, number of credits required In the malor, to mention a few. I cannot claim to vote for
"Tho Student" but I will carefully consider each issue and vote consclentously.
—Camilla McRory
The Curriculum Committee is rapidly becoming one of the most important committees otucampus. It constantly has to
grapple with the changes and the Implications of the "new curriculum." It will soon deal with such Issues as the lowering
the number of courses required for the B.A. degree from 36 to 34, which I strongly favor. The committee also iudges such
matters as student-taught courses and interdisciplinary ma|ors, and In both of these areas, I promise to represent the
Interest of the student body.

Board Of Inquiry

°

Trinity College Council

Ron Kaplan
Susan Lewis
Heidi Neubauer
Stephen Usdin

David Barthwell
Francisco L. Borges

?

adiucucative system. This system is designed to deal with nonacademlc disputes among people at Trinity and thus serves
10 promote and maintain some sense of harmony. As a member of the Board of Reconsideration, I would like to use the
experience I havegained this year to help settleany disputes that need ad|udlcation beyond the Board of Inquiry

Henry Copeland
ScottSmith

Board Of Reconsideration

Paul Acampora
*
.
.
Peter Basch
Marcia Spezlale
As the current Vice-chairman of the SEC I am but too acutely aware of all the work that remains to be done, work that is
crucial to the well-being of everyone. Please allow me todo my share once again. Elect me to the Board of Reconsideration
and the Trinity College Council;

Academic Affairs Committee

David Barthwell
*
•
Susie Crimmins
Francisco L. Borges
Mark Feathers
Henry Copeland
.
'
JoeGaramella
The AAC is one of the most Important Faculty Committees. It decides who must be required to withdraw, who rrtay be
readmitted, whether a specific grade change is legal, etc. In addition, it iudges cases of academic dishonesty (which may
be appealed). A student vote on these matters is very important; often, indeed, the student cast the deciding votes.
In a committee where all meetings are closed, all minutes confidential, it takes a long time to become acclimated to the
committee workings. I have been on this committee since last July, and would very much like to continue,

Mather Hall Governors

Charles E. Gooley
Debbie Heldecorn
John Linehan
Norm Luxemburg
Steve Newsome
Ken Padach
Gene Shen
Duncan Smith
Peter Voorhees
Ron Weissman

Kevin Baker
David Bono
Francisco Borges
David Cass
Jeff Clark
- .* — . Kiki Cogswell
Martha Cohen
Rebecca Dunn
Barry Ehrlich
CarlyleFraser
Community Activities Considered, Must Have Boogie Or Grieve.

—Rebecca Dunn

Financial Affairs Committee
Academic Dishonesty Appeals
Charles E. Gooley

.'

:
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Three new professors are coming to
the English department: assistant
professors Mark Freiman and Milla Riggio,
and visiting assistant professor Deidre Bair,
Freiman, whose specialties are nineteenth
century American literature and the
sociology of literature, is teaching "Studies
in Fiction: The American Realistic and
Naturalistic Novel" and a graduate course
in Marxism and structuralism. He has
studied at Stamford, the University of
Toronto, and the University of Birmingham
in England.
.
Rigeio will teach a freshman seminar,
"Studies in Poetry: The Lyric," "Survey of
Narrative and Thematic Patterns, and a
graduate course in Language and Culture.
Bair, whose major field is Joyce and
Beckett, will teach "Modern British Novel,
and "Studies in Fiction: The Contemporary
Novel" Bair is currently writing a
biography of Beckett with his cooperation
Other changes in the English department
include two sections of "Writing and
Criticism", courses about women writers,
such as Virginia Woolf, Sylvia Plath, and
Gwendolyn Brooks, and f a»-»em«ter
courses about writers such as Melville,
Nabokov, Frost, Albee, and Beckett. Also
this year the English department instituted
an evaluation system for their teachers.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
In political science Ranbir Vohra, who has
studied in Canada. Pakistan, China, and
Harvard will teach undergraduate courses
in eastern civilization, and China and Japan,
as well as graduate courses in Mao J s e Tung's thought and Contemporary CYom.
Vohra wrote a book about the Chinese
revolution.

Hendel, chairman of the department, will
take a sabbatical leave next year.
ECONOMICS

•

Landsberg will replace Steffanci of the
Economics department, and will teach
"Money and Banking." Battis and LeRoy
Diinn are each going on sabbatical for a
semester, Neil Garston will teach
"Socialism," and Dunn's "History of
Economics" will not be offered as a regular
course but as a seminar on economics from
Avesnay to Keynes. Another seminar, to be
taught by Garston, will be on economic
development. Gold will teach the second
section of "Problems in Economics," which
will dear with health and housing.
RELIGION

•

'

ij

*•

In the religion department, Donald A.
Braue, who taught oriental religion will be
replaced .by another oriental expert, who
will be announced shortly. Edmond Cherbonnier, who has not taught here in two
years, will teach "Religious Sources of
Western Culture II," and "Philosophy of
Religion." Susan Pomerantz will offer a
course in contemporary issues in religion,
and Rabbi Ronald R. Kimelman will teach
courses in rabbinic Judaism and mysticism.
John A. Gettier, chairman of the department, said a new director of the Intercultural Studies department is being
sought so that the religion and Intercu tural
studies can merge and courses in black
religion can be offered.
AMERICAN STUDIES
There will be a meeting of all those
maioring in American Studies today m
Wean Lounge at 4 p.m. today. Students who
are presently majoring in the program and
the faculty members in the program will

k;

i

y
i
'•,
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David Bornn
Henry Copeland
Tony Piccirillo
Academic Affairs Committee

;'\

New Courses, New Profs Announced

By Rebecca Dunn

#'
(i

answer questions about the major.
American Studies, an interdisciplinary
major, was established in 1972" with an aim
of requiring the student to explore and
anlyze the American experience from a
variety of viewpoints," according to a
statement by the founders of the program.

The American Studies major allows much
room for independent study, open
semesters, and work in related fields of
study, A junior year at another college or
junior seminar, a senior tutorial, and
courses in the history, literature, and
culture of other nations, are all required.

Wicker Predicts New
Voter Issue Interests
By Robin Danziger

Tom Wicker, associate editor and staff
columnist of the New York Times, gave an
address last Wednesday night at the
University of Hartford. Wicker, a native of
North Carolina, spoke about what he sees
the country talking new political directions
in the years to come.
Wicker said the basic reason for the unsettled political situation now is the
profound change in the American people's
perceptions of the issues. Cultural issues
now seem to be more important than
economic issues, he said. He noted that in a
given election the issues should concentrate
on such matters as: (a) the social issue e.g., crime, drug abuse, and welfare
cheaters; (b) the new politics - e.g.,
education, environment, poverty, and civil
liberties; and (c) racial fears and
animosity.
Wicker predicted that those candidates
who will win in the next few elections are
those "who can put together exactly the

right coalition for that year's circumstances." He added that "the fear of
crime is the most powerful and most
paralyzing force in America today." He
noted that some economic issues are still of
much concern, such as the effect of tax
reform on income distribution, which, he
says, "is a vital bone of contention in
American life."
After his speech, Wicker opened the floor
to questions and answers. The topics of
concern to the audience included: the
Watergate affair and the possibility of
Nixon's' impeachment, the press, the
Pentagon Papers trial, political repression,
Wounded Knee and Attica Prison, and other
questions of national concern. When asked
about Watergate, Wicker stressed the impact and the seriousness that he felt the
move of impeaching the President would
have on the country.
Wicker's address was the first in a series
of Joseph W. Beatman Community
Programs.
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Simple And Pursuasive
Pursuasive
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The New Socialist Revolution

By Jim Cobbs ,
If I had read Michael Harrington's review
of Michael Lerner's The New Socialist
Hi'volutiiHi before I bought the book, I might
very well have spent my 2.95 on paddle ball,
That, I mi^ht add, would have been a
mistake.
Harrington's review fails to acknowledge
the main purpose of the book. It says right
on the cover, "An introduction to its <a
socialist revolution) theory and tactics." As
such, the book is an outstanding success.
Harrington. lw nitpicking sources and
generally ignoring the content is doing the
book an injustice. This might lead one to
suspect that the very conditioning described
by Lerner has had more effect on
Harrington then he would care to recognize.
The book gains much of its effectiveness
from Lerner's perceptive interpretation of
the structure of American society.
He states the facts simply and without
pretension. What makes it so devastating is
that he attributes a huge range of American
problems to one cause; Capitalism. In the
chapters,."Powerlessness", "Imperialism"
and."Racism and Sexism' he convincingly
shows how most social maladies stem
directly from one small segment of the
population effectively controlling and exploiting the vast majority. "In 1970", Lerner
tells us, "the poorest fifth of the families in
the United States received 5.5% of the total
money income while the richest fifth of
families received 41.6% of all money income."
The reader finds his long held allusions
about capitalism crumbling with each turn
of the page, Lerner appeals strongly to

human compassion in these chapters and
the reader is struck by the apparent irony of
a militant revolutionary being appalled by
the violence we all take for granted as part,
of life. Lerner is skilled at making the
reader join him in thinking on a more
human level. One He Is the impression that
Lerner's book is not tainted by bitterness;
rather, lie .seems genuinely concerned with
the lack of happiness and fulfillment in our
society.
After the first half of the book Lerner's
point is painfully well documented: there is
something very wrong with a society where
so few have so much in a time when
material scarcity should and -can be
eliminated. At this point the reader can
reject Lerner's reasoning as treason and
throw the book away (perhaps a liberal will
put it on his shelf next to Mao's Red Book) or
can accept Lerner's rational for what it is:
an indictment of the system he has so long
been conditioned to defend.
Lerner, obviously, is not pleased with the
"liberal alternative"; that is, the idea of
"reforming within the system." Lerner says
that no matter how much you reform the
system you will have to eliminate
capitalism itself before you can do away
with the basic evils. Lerner criticizes the
liberal for misinterpreting the cause of
America's problems and aiding the system
in holding down the working class. Here I
must agree with Harrington when he accuses Lerner of having "an old sectarian
notion that the liberals are sophisticated
agents of the status quo who make minimal
adaptations that permit the system to

survive. . .The masses of any future;
socialistic movement will come from the
ranks of many vho now consider themselves
liberal." The liberals are talking about
change and that must he a step in right
direction, so why treat them so harshly':' By
denouncing the liberal alternative and
;i(.'knowled|',inj.( Ihat the system is too evil to
tolerate, Lerner leaves only one alternative;
a revolution to eliminate the ruling class and
establish a socialist community. In the
second half of Tin- Involution, Lernor deals
with some of the practical aspects of makiuj.;
a revolution. Who will make it? What i.s the
strategy? What, will we have when we are
done? Again, these sections are still being
presented on an introductory level. Lerner

and I admired his laetics, but why is the
picture of the proposed society so vague and
unsalisfyiiifV? Lerner says thai in the new
Hoi'iety, the people will have ownership of
Ihc means of production and he able to
control its use. 1 want more specific plans of
Ihc structure of the institutions; which will
make up Hie sneiely. For a sensible person
lo revolt, especially one who haw a nice
lmu.se and fwo cars, there must be large
ilei'n.T of agreement nil what exactly the
society will look likeaflcr Ihc revolt or there
will be chaos wilh different iaetioiiN fighting
for their own ends. In oilier words there
musi be specific plans.
"The New Socialist Itcvolutlon" should be

"Lerner appeals strongly to human compassion
does not go into specific situations or exact
procedures for organizing the working
class. The book is an attempt to introduce
interested people to the basics of revolution
not offer dedicated radicals a battle plan. It
seems obvious that if the movement gains
any momentum, far more specific and
perhaps different tactics should be
developed.
As I feared, I was somewhat disappointed
with the final chapter "After The
Revolution." I agreed with the critique of
society, I am bored with liberal rhetoric,

read because it offers a different way of
looking at old problems, which are assumed
to be part of human nature, or part of life. It
is a human and even optimistic book. While
it calls for the destruction of capitalism, it
assumes the inherent goodness ot man in
proposing a socialist society as a
replacement. If you have been confused by
what you have read of Marxist theory, but
still see something wrong with society read
the New Socialist Revolution, I think it will
.strike home and make you start thinking in
terms of change rather then tolerance.

Recitals
CALVIN HAMPTON, Organist, will
present a recital in the Trinity Chapel,
this evening, Tuesday, May 1 at 8:15 p.m.
Hampton is Organist; and Choirmaster at
Calvary Episcopal Church in New York
City.
KAY FAHKNKH 7:1 will present a
POSTLUDN tomorrow, Wednesday, May
2, at 10 p.m. in (iarmany Hall. Mr.
Fahrner will perform a number of his
own compositions as well as those of
others.

urns.

The sixth and last of Eric Rohmer's "moral tales," CHLOE IN THE AFTERNOON is another teasing glimpse at a
married man and his former lover. If you are tired of domestic drama, the trials of married life, don't plan on relief.
Still, a pleasing if fleeting erotic atmosphere.

DAN1KI, FUKKI.ANDKK 'T.i, will
present bis senior recital in voice this
Sunday, May l>, at 7 p.m. in I he College
Chapel. Freelander, a .student of Cantor
Arthur Koret of Hartt College of Music
will perform a number of Italian and
German Art songs as well a selection of
Hebrew Liturgical compositions. The
liturgical music ranges from cantorial
chant to organ accompanied chassid
music. Betsy Parker, pianist, Alan
Taylor, organist and David Waltos,
guitarist, are scheduled to accompany
.Freelander.

Final Major Production

Thoreau In Jail
i..

1
4 '
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The final production of the Trinity College
Theatre Arts 1972-73 season will be THE
NIGHT THOREAU SPENT IN JAIL by
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee, best
known for their earlier success, INHERIT
THE WIND. Prof. George E. Nichols III will
direct. Thoreau was chosen as the central
figure of the play because the authors
regard him as a man who belongs more to
the present than even to his own time,
Thoreau was an intensely individual person.
He called himself "a mystic, a transcendentalist, and a natural philosopher to
boot." He insisted that each individual
should follow the dictates of his own conscience.- As he wrote in his famous
"Walden,": "If a man does not keep pace
with his companions, perhaps it is because
he hears a different drummer. Let him step
to the music which, he hears, however
measured, or far away." It is this theme of
personal uniqueness that the writers have
underscored in their play.
The play was chosen by the American
Playwrights Theatre in 1970 for production
by over a hundred resident, community and
university theatres throughout the United
.States. It met with universal success
because it speaks so vividly to the present.
The play pivots on the night Thoreau was
imprisoned for refusing to pay a poll tax to a
government that supported" the Mexican
War which Thoreau viewed as an illegal

military undertaking. "If the law is of such a
nature," he argued in "Civil Disobedience,"
"that it requires you to be an agent of injustice to another, then I say, break the
law." The action flows forward and back
through Thoreau's life. He is eloquent in his
love of Nature-Thoreau was certainly one of
the original environmentalists-and in his
relationships to other people, his deep love
of and respect for human-beings is shown.
Ralph Waldo Emerson was one of Thoreau's
idols, and the close bond that joined these
temperamentally different men forms one
of the main threads of the action.
Recognizing that Thoreau's words were

Atlantic Monthly

intended to be read, not spoken, the
playwrights ingeniously adapted his writing
to the spoken word. Thus, the language of
the play is not bookish or pedantic. Nor is
Ellen Sewell, Brad Bacon as Deacon Ball,
Richard Secunda as Sam Staples, Christian
Horn, Boiling Powell; Ron Blitz, David
Biggers, Douglas Rome, Dita Amory
Durward Watson, Carol Livingston and
' Jason Smith (son of Vice-President Thomas
Smith),
Performances will be in the Goodwin
Theatre in the Austin Arts Center on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, May 4, 5 and 6 at 8:15
p.m. Admission is $2.00. For reservations

Sweep

In an unprecedented move, the judges for
Atlantic Monthly's 52nd Annual Creative
Writing Contest awarded three of its five topprizes and an honorable mention to four
Trinity Students.
First prize in this national contest for
short fiction went to Nancy Clark, '74.
Fourth and Fifth Place, respectively, went
to R. B. (Ric) Woodward, '75, and Deborah
Morris, '75. Mary Jo Matel, '74, received
honorable mention. All four students are
currently members of the Fiction Workshop
given by Professor Minot.

Nancy Clark's story. "Angelica," is a
psychological study of a girl whose life has
been crippled by lack of maternal love. It
was described by one judge as "An extremely skillful and engrossing story. . .The
motif is effective and unobtrusive." Another
commented, "I admire the thematic
reiteration. , .which resembles that of
music."
Hie Woodward, a sophomore, has taken
three writing courses at Trinity. His story,
"Remembering to Forget,"" was complimented by one judge for "its imagination,

phone 527-8062.
the play a polemic, it does not belabor its
messages. It is a theatrical experience
centering upon a man who believed
passionately in human dignity and the individual rights of every man.
The part of Thoreau will be played by
Geoffrey Bingham. Stephen Triggs will play
his brother John and Wend a Harris his
mother. Peter Arnoff is cast as Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Gvven Parry as his wife Lydian.
David Duquette of West Hartford will play
their young son Edward, John Lebeaux
plays Bailey, Thoreau's illiterate cellmate.

its sweep, even its outrageous open-ended
prose." Another described it as "striking. .
.The story has plentv of tension and conflict."
C. Michael Curtis. Associate Editor of
Atlantic .Monthly referred to Deborah
Morris's story, "fit is) stunning, the work of
a truly intuitive writer with reach,
imagination, a sense of how to project
feeling, a more than decent: grasp' of
language. . .I'd like her t« know how impressed I was ami how eager I am to see
more of her work." And lo Professor Minot
lie wrote, "You must be doiiw something
right,"

' Figaro
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In Fine Fettle

By Joel Kemclhor

Spring, perhaps, or a dollop of Drew
Ilylancl happy dust, ha.s dulled my critical
pincers: It must be reported the Connecticut
Opera Association's presentation Saturday
of THE MARRIAGE OF FIGARO was a
near-total triumph. Singers, designers,
director-even the Hartford Symphony
musicians-collared most of the comedy and
much of the beauty in this, Mozart's first
great opera.
"Presentation" defines the Connecticut
Opera's role in this happy enterprise, for
this FIGARO is actually an elegant package
assembled and paid for by the Corbett
Foundation of Cincinnati. Peopled and
primped mainly with singers and staffers of
the New York City Opera company, this
production will make the rounds of lesser
American opera citadels later this year. The
plan is commendable; while it cannot ensure that serendipally brilliant performance
of which opera-lovers dream, it can provide
a professional gloss beyond the means of,
say, Jacksonville (why not say Hartford?).
From the Bushnell's ensemble of goodbut-unremarkable voices, two singers stood
out-Norman Treigle as Figaro, and Carol
Neblett as the Countess Almaviva. Mr.
Treigle has been recognized as one of the
finest American basses since the mid-1950's,
when he created the role of the lecherous
Reverend Olin Blilch in,Douglas Moore'sBALLAD OF BABY DOE. He is a physically
slight man endowed with an enormous voice
whose timbre has a sardonic tinge. And,
indeed, Mr. Treigle's greatest successes
include the title part in Boito's
MEFISTOFELE and all four villains in
OFFENBACH'S CONTES D'HOFFMANN.
While his Figaro here was splendidly sung,
the bass seemed somewhat subdued for lack
of the chance to raise Hell.
Neither was Miss Neblett's acting a threat
lo The Royal Shakespeare. Her Countess
was dignified but not very touching, and the

burdens of a fan in one hand and a hanky in
t'other made any gesture beyond waving
difficult. Her soprano is rich and agile; had
it a shade more piano technique and less of a
metallic edge in middle register, Miss
Neblett might rank with the best in her
profession.
Mezzo-soprano Kay Creed was delightful
in the "breeches role" of the page
Cherubino. Her singing was always
pleasant, her acting coltish, her smile. .
.well, incandescent. I've enjoyed her performances in several other operas. As
Susanna, coloratura Eileen Shelle was
winsome, but sounded less secure than when
I'd heard her in the- same role last year.
Descending scales seemed a particular
hazard. In the bit part of the lawyer Don
Curzio, tenor James Atherton was
noteworthy for tone and diction.
This FIGARO was sung in English, and.
will be repeated this week (with another
cast) for audiences of Hartford area
schoolchildren. Overall, use of a translation
was justified. The Italian libretto by
Lorenzo da Ponte was itself a verse rendering of a French prose play by
Beaumarchais. English enabled the
Bushnell crowd to follow most of the plot
twists. If some intended jokes passed unmarked, one could often snicker at the
translation text, the same one used by the
New York City Opera. Herein, Dictor
Bartolo's vow "Figaro vinto sara" ("Figaro
will be conquered") becomes a repetitious
threat of "I'll cook his goose," and there are
assorted other inanities. The translators
(perpetrators?) names weren't given in the
program. The artful director was James de
Blasis.
And why gaggle about a few trifles among
the truffles? After seeing Figaro so handsomely married, I can graduate from
Trinity and Connecticut Opera with a glad
heart.

UMart Art School

Unique Collection Of Prints
•"••

lithograph and intaglio workshop. These
facilities have been set up and operated by
master printers trained at Tamarino
Lithography Workshop in Los Angeles,
Prints by Rudy Pozzatti, Sigmund Abeles
and Misch'Kohn, to name only a few artists,
have been printed and published by
Lakeside. The Lakeside Studio collection of
over 1000 original prints tours the country
each year, visiting major museums and
universities. The studio also offers a summer course for professional printmakers
This course is directed each year by various
noted artists and professional printers.
,1,1

A special one-day presentation of original artists such as Jacques Callot, Georges
lithographs, intaglio, serigraph and woodcut Rouault, and Pablo Picasso. There will also
prints will be held Tuesday 1 May from 10 be prints by contemporary artists Leonard
a m to 4 p.m. in the Hartford Art Center of 'BffSkTn7^aw'7ttitre^^
the University of Hartford. The public is Chafetz, and S.W. Hayter. The exhibition as
invited to view this unique collection of a whole is valued at over $100,000.
The purpose of Lakeside Studio is twoLakeside studio from Lakeside, Michigan
and to meet their representative, Mr. David fold. First, to make available high quality,
S Berreth, who will be happy to answer original prints to established and beginning
collectors and, second, to fulfill a need for
questions, both historical and technical.
rapport with the working printmaker.
This picture, "Ecce Homo" by Albrecht Located on five wooded acres overlooking
Durer, from the first edition of the Larqe Lake Michigan, yet within an hour's drive of
Passion will be on exhibit as well as other Chicago, the studio offers a fully-equipped
prints by old master and modern master

..1. ««J
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Conn. Poetry Circuit

Thorn Gunn

Announcements

By Will Quqrck

has dedicated himself to running around and
United States in 1956. Since then, he has writing poetry.
Poet Thorn Gunn gave a reading of his worked
as an English professor and poetry
wn poetry Thursday night in the Life critic in
At one point in his career, Gunn was a
Berkeley California. Since 1966,
science Auditorium. Gunn, an Oxford- Gunn has given up non-poetic pursuits, and member of a motorcycle gang. He is now
living in a house in San Francisco filled to
Jducated Englishman, migrated to the
the. brim with itinerant crazies who can
provide an "instant party" when dropped in
on.

.

Poet Gunn read some of his older works,
but also delivered some of his most recent
(and as yet unpublished) poems. Most of the
poems, as is most of his work, were
carefully structured and metered, with only
a few exceptions. His poems show a personality that-is in tune with many of the
great movements in the all-encompassing
flow of nature and who appreciates the irony
and subtlety in human life and human
situations. He evoked many classical
mythological and religious images in two of
his poems, one concerning a newlypubescent youth and his awareness of life
and his father, and another dealing with
primal energy embodied in Proserpina.
Some of his peoms were based on people he
has encountered in Frisco: Haight-Ashbury
dealers, a naked family on an Oakland
beach, and a young man who betrayed the
trust of Gunn's neighbors by ripping them
off, after speaking earlier of trust being "an
intimate conspiracy."
Gunn himself was as or more interesting
than his poetry:. He cuts a rather interesting
figure with his waist-length hair, earring,
flowery clothing, silver belt, and young
appearance despite his being 43 years old.
This listener was extremely curious about
the personality of this man, the poet, who
was able to call up enthralling images so
well Gunn's personal presence lends to the
total effect of his work. Curious indeed.
LiovawoU

Hillel
The Trinity College Hillel will sponsor apictorial exhibition of " Y a d Vashem;
Holocoust and Resistance" on May 1, 2, 3,and
May 7-10 from .1-5 p.m.. in the lobby of the
Austin Arts Center. Covering the period fron1933 45, the pictures depict the rise of nnh
semitism in Germany and culminate with thp
exportation of the Jews to extermination
camps The Vad Vasham, the National Israel
Rememberance Authority in Jerusalem, is reorganization responsible for preparinq am)
distributing the exhibition in centers of lear
ning-in the United States and Canada.

Conn. Historical Society
Robert E. Schnare, Jr. will speak at The
Connecticut Historical Society on "Genealogy
and the Local Historical Society," on Tuesday,
May 1, 1973, a1 "8:15 p.m., in the Hoadley
Auditorium, 1 Elizabeth Street, Hartford.

Atheneum
" HARTFORD - Rare and exquisite pieces of
antique Chinese gold, silver and white porcelain will be on display in an exhibition entitled "Chinese Gold, Silver and Porcelain: The
Kempe Collection," opening in the Wadsworth
Atheneum's Austin Gallery Wednesday, May
16. .
.

Constitution Plaza
Paintings by Hamden Artist, James J.
Healy, will be on exhibit from May 1 through
May 15, 1973 in the display case located at the
northend of Hartford's Constitution Plaza.

BushneE
The Hartford Symphony 'Pops' Orchestra
with Peter Nero as guest artist and conductor
will perform here on Saturday Evening, May
12th 8:15 p.m. at the Bushnell Memorial.
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Election Eve
We're holding our breaths this week for Thursday's and
Friday's balloting promise to be momentous— AT LEAST
MOMENTOUS FOR THIS SCHOOL. First of all, a new
slate of student representatives will be elected to fill
positions on different student and faculty committees.
Second, a referendum will be held to determine whether
students/will appropriate $15,000 from the student activities fee to continue a scholarship fund.
If the number of candidates seeking office is any
reflection of student interest in the workings of these
governing committees, then this election seems to have
gripped student interest as no election has since we
arrived here. Several candidates are running for each
office—in some cases, so many that each student can only
hope for a small proportion of the student vote.
Actually, we can interpret the large number of students
seeking office in two ways. On the optimistic side, we can
argue that there is vast student interest and every person
who is eligible to vote will vote. On the pessimistic side,
however, we can argue that the only people who submitted
petitions are
student-general-organization-types—you
know, the ones who run year-in and year-out, irrespective
of the effectiveness of the organization they serve.
There's some evidence on both sides. We can hope for
one thing, that those students who entered the race are
aware of the great responsibilities of the committees they
are running for. We can hope this— BUT WE CANNOT
ASSUME IT. After all, of the many candidates for office,
few submitted statements about why they are running,
what their conception of their duty is, and so on. In light of
this, we cringe at the prospect of yet another campus
personality contest or beauty show.
For the time being, we're willing to give the candidates
the benefit of the doubt. But the only way the ambiguities
of this election can be cleared up is if the electorate comes
out in force for "this election and,"even "more'imporfaritly,
keeps close tabs on the functioning of these committees
and our representatives to them throughout the year. The
responsibility, then, is ours—to vote in accordance with
our need for a strong student voice in college affairs.
But perhaps this sounds too doom-like. We don't want to
waste words of righteous indignation this week because
there will be an issue to be decided during these elections
that will need all the force we can muster. And that's the
question of student funding for student scholarship aid.
AH semester we have been pointing, in not so subtle

suffering growing pains in the last few
years. It needs the support of the entire
Trinity community as well as financial
To the Editor:
assistance for teachers, expanded facilities,
If
Jill
Silverman
had never concerts, etc. This is not to say that it should
choreographed or performed a dance piece, be coddled or patted on the back for every
perhaps I would be able to overlook her effort, regardless of quality. It must stand
inadequate Tripod review of the April 13th on its own merits without undeserved, handdance contort. However, she has par- holding praise from Tripod writers or
ticipated in Trinity dance department anyone else. The student chorepgraphers
courses and must be aware of the large are learning through practice and peramount of time and effort required to formance.. Therefore,' I think it's unproduce every number for a program. So I fortunate that Ms. Silverman's review is so
was quite amazed to read her comments on lacking in substance that these students
five studenl pieces contained in just one can't. learn from it. If their work was "unsentence: "For the most part, the other distinguished," 1 think they deserve (and
student pieces were undistinguished."
would probably appreciate) to be told
To dismiss approximately half of the exactly why, rather than have it be merely
entire program with one vague, un- mentioned in passing, without explanation.
Any student production demanding so
complimentary sentence is extremely
unfair'and unnecessary. And I feel it would much time and energy deserves more
have been just as wrong had the statement responsible critical attention than the recent
read: "For the most part, the other student dance concert received.
pieces were pretty good." Criticism of this
Sincerely,
sort, pro or con, of useful criticism if she had
Barbara Lundy
explained her opinion with specific
references to flaws, strong points and
weaknesses she saw in the various performances.
To the Editor:
The Trinity dance department has been
In response to Jill Silverman's review of

<be fair'

'irresponsible'

manner, to the fact that there would be some sort of
referendum on this matter. And all semester long, we have
announced to you that we stand firmly in support of the
student scholarship fund and the creation of an endowment
fund either to alleviate the burden of paying out the
scholarships or to increase the amount of scholarship aid
we offer
Going into the referendum week, we're not sure that our
words have been heeded. At least that's what our random
samples have revealed: students are divided on the
question, and there are gleeful prophets of doom-and also
morose prophets of doom-who say "See, I told you so.
These students wouldn't lift a finger for their fellow
students."
We don't want to believe these people. We have far more
faith in the student body than that. We think that students
will flock to the aid of their fellow students, if only because
we are committed to the ideals of a liberal education for
all—not just those who can pay for it or have their parents
pay for it.
.
At least that's what we hope the student body's credo is.
We can't be sure. We read all the time these days about
how the campus is a quiet place again and about how the
student in the seventies is a learner not a burner.
Well, maybe we're quiet because we're more secure
these days. Those of us who were idealistic in years gone
by have seen this school go through many changes. Trinity
was a bastion of campus radicalism. We hope that students
of today will not renounce their roots to this tradition of
student involvement.
As we said up above, the only way we can be sure in any
of this is for students to come out—1600 students as
one—-and state unequivocably that we stand behind the
idea of students helping other students, we stand behind
thje idea of^aiding,those students who cannot afford to pay
receive quality educations.
For most of us, coming from wealthy or comfortablyoff
backgrounds, it doesn't mean that much—just $10—just
two records, or a couple of meals out,, or one hardcover
book.
But for others among us, this scholarship fund means the
ability to come to college.
And with that weighty knowledge to weigh upon us, we
urge everyone who can vote to vote "Yes" on both
questions of the referendum. Let's affirm the referendum
and, in so doing, re-affirm ourselves.

Letters

the student dance concert on Friday, 13
April, we are disappointed and offended by
Ms. Silverman's pervasive use of unsupported generalizations.
A reviewer's responsibility is first to
her/his readers, to inform them of what
happened at any given event. There is a
disturbing lack of this responsibility in this
review as in some previous Tripod dance
reviews. Ms. Silverman's references to
"naturalized movement," "banal piece"
"limited use
of space," "limited use of
movement,ll:and"open harmony" are vague
and non-informative. These are the kinds of
generalizations that needed to be substantiated.
We consider Jill Silverman's use of her
limited space irresponsible: dwelling on
"Callings" with irrelevant references to
Merce Cunningham's work (what does
Merce Cunningham mean to the Tripod
audience?); and dismissing four student
pieces in one sentence with no mention of the
performers involved. These student pieces
car. hardly be considered ' "undistinguished."-Each was uniquely conceived "Forces", danced by Susan Calabro
and Patsy Geyer, grew from a short study
of primitive movement made forthe Survey
of World Dance course. "Dance for One "
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. Wrong Tree

By Steve Barkan
It's time to say good-bye. I'll be graduating May 20,
and this, at long last, is my final column.
But how do you say good-bye in 750 words or less?
How do you sum up four years of yourlife that you will
never forget? How do you face up to leaving dear
friends whom you may never see again?
No, you can't really say good-bye, no matter what
your word limit is. You can't really sum up these last
four years; it's impossible. You can't really face up to
having your close friends become mere memories,
since, damn it, parting isn't sweet and sorrow at all.
No, you can't really do any of these things, but you
know you must try.
I've loved the last four years. I've loved the things
I've done here, and I've loved the people I've met. I

came here as the shy, timid, politically unaware
person that I was, and I'm leaving as the somewhat
more self-assured, aware individual that I hope I am
now. Along the way I've achieved some understanding
of myself and the world around me, and I've developed
friendships that I'll always cherish.
Over the last four years I've been heavily involved in
many activities on campus and in Hartford, and most
of these have centered around the war in Vietnam. My
own small part in the antiwar movement has given
some meaning and sense of purpose to my life, since
I've been involved in an important effort to end ten
years of bloodshed. Here two particular experiences
come to mind.
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'hardships

To the Editor:
What if they gave an anniversary and
nobody came?
Trinity's 150th anniversary celebration
will be a very important occasion. A week's
worth of varied activities will mark our
sesquicentennial, and these events will
: certainly prove to be both memorable and
stimulating. We would echo the words of the
150th Anniversary Committee, whjdv according to the Tripod, "sincerely hopes that
the entire Trinity Community will honor the
historic occasion by participating in these
150th Anniversary events."
Unfortunately, the College is making it
very hard for students to do so, since these
Friday, May 11 precedes finals on on
Saturday, May 12. A full evening of entertainment by the Trinity Pipes and the
Dillards and Doc Watson and Son on
Saturday, May 12 precedes finals on Sunday May 13. A special Euchanst ana
Carillon Concert on Sunday, May 13 precede
finals on Monday, May 14, A " S p e c u l a r
film festival on Monday, May 14 and
Tuesday, May 15 precedes finals on
Tuesday, May 15 and Wednesday, May 10; A
ceremony at the Bishop Brownell statue ana
Honors Day on Wednesday, May 16 precede
finals on Thursday, May 17.
Obviously, many students with finaIsi will
not be able to both satisfactorily study fm
finals and attend most of these evens In
fact, inanv students will not be able to attend a single event if they have beveuj
finals. The College's wish to have ite.own
.students participating in the anniveisarv
celebration is thereby stifled.

'

One was the Cambodia strike at Trinity that only
seniors among the student body can remember: can it
be so long ago? I spent over a week running around as
an errand-boy and writing articles for the strike
newspaper. It was an amazing week that really
changed my life. The campus reached a level of unity
and solidarity that I've never seen since. On at least
one day over 800 students were out on the streets
petitioning or otherwise working for the strike.
The other experience was my arrest and trial last
spring for blocking the doors of Hartford's Federal
Building in an antiwar protest. Our action was an
expression of outrage and, yes, of frustration, but.it
was also something we knew we had to do. Our trial
marked the highpoint of all that I've done to oppose the
war. In three incredible days we reached one or two
elderly jurors who decided they could not convict us.
When I stood before the jury on the last day and poured
out my guts over the need to end the war and ended up
in tears, it was, for me, a shattering moment of truth
that I'll never forget. The trial gave me some hope for
the future, for a few individuals had set their wills
against the United States government's and won. But
just as valuable were the human aspects of the whole
thing-the bonds of friendship and of mutual opposition
against war and government that the defendants and
their supporters developed.
I've also participated in countless vigils, picketing,
and demonstrations-antiwar or otherwise-in weather
that was all too often bitterly cold or just plain wet. At
times I felt that Nixon was controlling the weather. My
more sedate activities have included draft counseling,
phone tax resistance, and writing these columns for the
Tripod, which have at times been so sentimental
precisely because they have been so deeply personal.
What good has it all done? I doubt that anyone can
really say. I've hoped by my example to make people
aware of things that are wrong and, perhaps, to stir
their consciences into action, if that doesn't sound too
elitist or idealistic. There've been some small rewards
at times have made me feel it's all worth it, like the
time a student I'd never met approached me in the
Mather dining hall this semester and said my column
on the lesson of Vietnam was "excellent." It's little,
personal things like this that keep me going,,- >'"\-V,
So it's been a helluva four years. IVe-menttohed the'
friends I've made and how much I'll miss them, but I
wish there were some way I could let them know how
much I really will miss them. Perhaps this column will
tell them if they don't already know.
—•Above 'all, I would urge you to keep on struggling.
Keep on struggling against war, racism, oppression,
and all the other sicknesses that plague this world.
Struggle against hatred and misunderstanding. Not to
act is to act; not to oppose injustice is to perpetuate it.
"Work, agitate, and reach out for loye, peace, joy, and
brotherhoods: one small voice can become a mighty
roar, and the worst crime of all is the crime of silence.
Peace.

More Letters
1

Originally, plans called for having finals
after graduation, precisely to give students
the free time they'll need to attend the anniversary events. For several reasons, this
idea proved unacceptable and had to be
scrapped in favor of the present schedule.
Now we see that this alternative will also be
unsatisfactory.
We, the undersigned, therefore recommend that final examinations be made
optional, to give every student the opportunity to participate fully in the 150th
Anniversary events that have been so long
in the making. Trinity cannot afford to have
its own students miss its sesquicentennial.
Sincerely,
32 students.

6

f

john~come4ate

T w a f v e r y interesting to walk through
Mather Hall Sunday evening seeing a group
5 excited students gathered around a
ritition table manned by Tom Bray who was
sS^soring the "Students Sesquicentennial
CeKation-Committee", to alter the
Summation schedule following the anSveSary' celebration during the week of
S S 11 through May 20. As participants on

?5nity College Council on information on

;

«the sesquicentennial since September by it'a p e t i t i o n ? ••• '• • M ".'••,'•..•"•'....•:•".,.' • •••".''•^'••
As for my "talents . . .," 1 wish they were
ad-hoc committee on the 150th and
graduation. If Mr. Barkan and his followers good as Mr. Wolf et al. impute them to.be.
cannot remember such communications Lack of space precludes a fuller reply,
SteVe Barkan
and calls for suggestions, help and ideas for
the anniversary he can check the T.C.C.
minutes from each meeting.;
These 'johnny-come-latelies' have irked
us' simply because they; are the ones who
continually appear on the scene slightly too
late yelling 'foul play'. Many people have To The Editor;
Most of us have resolved that we really do
energetically and enthusiastically worked
have
too much work in preparation for final
on making Trinity's 150th anniversary a
pleasurable event for the whole college exams; but that we will in fact take time off
community. No programs have been to attend the Big Birthday Party... God
scheduled during the day and the night forbid if we ever lost our reputation as a
scheduling was kept to a minimum until party school. Personally I'd like to hear the
after final examinations. were completed. Pipes and Doc Watson on Saturday, but I've
Did the founders of this so-called student an exam on Monday and just this once I'm
voice on the 150th recognize the going to be ready for a test. But that's my
ramifications of exams following own decision. What bothers me, though, is
graduation? or the additional expenses why has the school forced me to choose?
Rapunzel
involved in running the college for an extra
week? or were they haphazardly creating
the annual end-of-the-year-alleviate-finals
syndrome? Or finally, was this organization
formed out of the realization to Mr. Barkan
that he has only three weeks left at Trinity to To the Editor:
find a new cause to write about?
The U.S. dropped 39,000 tons of bombs on
Respectfully submitted, Cambodia
in March. This is equivalent to
Andrew I. Wolf (.'73) the tonnage of 1.6 Hiroshima bombs. Last
Daniel Freelander C73) week The New York Times reported, "Most
Carrie Pelzel ('74) Cambodians in or near the capital seem to
know of relatives or friends in the counMr. Wolf et al. asserts that I'm merely tryside killed or maimed by the raids. The
trying to find a "new cause to write about." full extent of current civilian casualties may
I submit that I've spent too mdny long hours never be known, but some experts here,
at Trinity involved in too many activities for most of them foreigners, feel the carnage is
Andy Wolf or anyone else to launch a per- probably appalling."
sonal attach on my integrity.
Appalling to everyone, that is, but to us
Contrary to Mr. Wolf et al., .several
Americans.
programs have been scheduled during the
Sincerely,
day and night. Neither is the SSCC calling
Trinity Phone
for finals to be held after graduation, as Mr.
Tax Resistance
Wo!/et al.maintain. Did they even read our

'choices
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From the Right

A Dangerous Judgement
By Steven Chernaik
Again, just for the record, the opinions expressed in
this column are those of the author and do not reflect
the opinions of the Tripod staff and do not express
editorial policy.
The case of Al' Henson Vs. Messrs. Bolden, Stratton,
Martin, Forte, and Smith, and vice-versa, has been
settled. Dean Spencer's statement regarding the final
disposition of the chrages reads as the perfect compromise. His compromise attempts to reconcile the
opposing judgements of the three panel members, as
well as reconcile respect for college regulations with
liberal abstraction. However, where the laws are
explicit, to derive justice through compromise is to
compromise justice'. Dean Spencer has engaged some

eulogizes their courage. Hensen's four proven
assailants were sentenced to varying terms on Censure. Dean Spencer's final judgement was more severe
than those of two committee members (who in one
instance- Reginald Marthv-merely recommended a
letter of Admonition), and more lenient than that of the
third member (who, in the three other instances,
recommended suspension).
Why not suspension? Behold the legal acumen of our
Dean. "The fact that for much of our history as a
nation black women have been highly vulnerable to
racial abuseand that black men have been unable to
defend effectively black women against such abuse
helps to explain why (three defendants) ultimately

resorted to violence. This consideration does not excuse such behavior, for violence on a college campus is
inexcusable. But it must be taken into account in
determining penalties, and this I have done in rejecting
suspension." Dean Spencer must have been referring
to a secret clause in the college regulations-the one
that states that "cowardly and vicious assault upon a
white student becomes mitigated when viewed in an
historical perspective, specifically the needs of black
students to redress grievances against blacks, during
the past three centuries. Until these grievances are
redressed, black students must be granted a limited
leeway 1) to behave like thugs 2) to regard the college
library as a city alleyway, and 3) to reduce to buffoonery, Trinity College's regulations and adjudicative
processes." The imperatives of law and order on the
campus presently remain within the province of wishful thinking.
The most absurd section of the disposition deals with
the charges brought against Henson. Henson has been
found guilty of violating Regulation 8, for his failure to
apologize, when confronted by his assailants to be in
the library. Emily Post aside, since when is an individual's failure to apologize under intimidation for a
private, off-campus breach of decorum, a concern of
the Trinity Adjudicative Committee. The college has
abandoned in loco parentis, and so is in no position,
legal or otherwise, to determine when an individual is
obligated to apologize, and when his failure to do so
constitutes disorderly conduct. Dean Spencer's
judgement, in this instance, is simply without basis,
almost vindictive.
Finding Henson guilty of knowingly furnishing false
information to the college is an exercise in semantic
sophistry. Henson in a Tripod interview described his
assailants as breaking into the library. He obviously

did not intend any clincal, legal use of the phrase
."breaking in," as in "breaking and entering." Rather,
he intended a general description. The dictionary
defines "break in," as to enter forcibly or UNEXPECTEDLY, or to interrupt. Certainly, he did not
expect to see the five other defendants that night and
certainly they did interrupt his duties. Surely, if
reasonable doubt applies to our judicial process, it
applies in this instance.
The committee also found him guilty of supplying
false information, because he could not prove his
assertion that he had been struck "twenty to thirty
times". Since when does a defendant have to "prove"
anything. More to the point. Several witnesses testified
that they saw Henson beaten several times. Each
witness viewed the pummelling from a different angle
and at a different time. The sum total of all the punches
reported by all the witnesses greatly exceeded thirty.
The fact that no one witness saw thirty punches does
not disprove Henson's assertion. No one witness has
claimed to have Counted all the punches
One could merely dismiss Dean Spencer's
disposition of the case as being trivial, if the created
precendent were not so dangerous. One should not
jeopardize the safety of a campus community, according to a liberal abstraction of racial justice. The
gravity of the crimes committed by Henson's
assailants warranted suspension, at the least. Dean
Spencer's disposition trivializes the savagery of the
assault; Thedisposition virtually licenses disgruntled
minorities to terrorize. If three hundred years of white
man's injustice is best resolved by the wristslapping of
campus terror, then a guilt-ridden conscience may
prove to be the least weighty of Dean Spencer's burdens.

if Dogs Run Free ...

The Way Of All Mess
By Matthew Moloshok
This being my last column of the year, I've thought
long and hard about what my parting words to you all
should be. All sorts of things have come down this year
and I've tried to keep you posted on all of them. What
does it all mean? What does it imply for the future?
It's questions like these that had me failing ou'. of
school, alienating myfriends, and driving my parents
up a wall. Unable to resolve the problems I used to try
to forget them. There are many simple ways to enter
blissful forgetfulness, among them such exotic
techniques as burying oneself in a pile of chicken bones
while listening to Pharoah Sanders. On the other hand
there are such homegrown techniques as having your
roomie beat you over the head with Gibbon's Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire.
I'd done this all year and it had seemed satisfactory
in some ways but I still had recurrent doubts.
Today, however, I lead a new life. I saw a poster
which promised me that I would discover the way to
true happiness. My interested awakened (awokened?)
I read further about the teachings of Guru BrownellBee, a 150 year-old perfect spiritual master. There was
some address and phone number on the poster which I
noted down but our day-to-day life being what it is I
never got around to calling.
But the way has a way of falling under your feet. The
Une has a way of putting it's finger squarely into your
navel. He-who- knows knew I wanted to know and knew
how to get me.
Stepping out of the Trinity College Library I was
grabbed by three hooded men and blindfolded then
whisked away in some sort of motor vehicle to a secret
hideaway with no windows.

"Velcome, Mr. Moloshok," said a cloaked figure in
the room. After that, he said something that sounded
curiously like Japanese although he looked curiously
like Hitler's illegitimate son by the Loch Ness monster.
"Arigato," I said which means Thank you.
"
"Sensay!" cried my captor which means "Master."
He then bagan another spiel in Japanese little knowing
that by my statement I had exhausted one-fifth of my
Japanese resources. At the end of it I came a little
closer to bankruptcy.
"Koneechaywa" quoth I which means "Good afternoon."
(The waves of absurdism which run through this
section of the column have not dear reader failed to
escape me. Indeed my one thought at this time was of
the dripping facticity of existence. My other thought
was a desire to find out how to leave this room, which
seemed to have no exit. Fortunately I couldn't find,
one.)
At this point my captor, you remember, the slimy
one with a moustache, switched into broken English.
"You read bur literature, yes?" Upon which he handed
me about a three-pound sheaf of .leaflets etc. These
loudly proclaimed the virtues of that "professor of
energy, Guru Brownell-B."
"Oh so you're one of the Guru's children," I said
"Taihen!" (which means "Heavy1.").
Suddenly, I saw light pour in from I-don't-knowwhere. (As I said there were no windows.) •
"Do you see the light?" asked my captor.
"Higheeee" I said which means yes.
"Good" he responded. "Now you can show the way to
others. You'll start immediately." He waved his arms
and the light died down, but now I saw a door. I went

Announcements
Essay Contest

considered by the Department to be an excellent one in the field of American history.
MILES A. TUTTLE PRIZE - S300
Competition for this prize is open to members
of the senior class only. It will be awarded for
papers and theses written independently or in a
course or seminar. The prize will beawarded to
the students whose paper is judged to be the
best in any field of history. Papers should be at
least 15 pages in length. ALL ENTRIES MUST
BE SUBMITTED TO MARY CAROL
HARRISON IN SEABURY 23 BY NOON ON
TUESDAY, MAY 1, 1973.

The Department of History announces the
fallowing prizes (or essays judged by the
Department to be of distinguished quality.
FERGUSON PRIZES IN HISTORY - Firs?
Prize, S180; Second Prize, $120.
Students in all classes are eligible to apply
for this prize. Essays of at least IS pages must
be submitted by April 20. Essays written independently or for courses and siminars aro
eligible for consideration.
GEORGE J. MEAD PRIZE IN HISTORY • S50
Only freshmen are eligible to compete for
this prize. Any paper on a historical subject
written in a history course is eligible for conThirteen student submitted entries for the
sideration. Papers must be at least 10 pages fn
1973 Jerome P. Webster Student Book
length.
Collectors Contest. Each collection was well
D.G. BRINTON THOMPSON PRIZE IN organized and represented the considerable
HISTORY - $50
thought and care that the collectors had given
Open to alt classes. The award is to a paper
their particular Interests. The range of sub-

Winners

through the door and found myself under the thumb of
the Guru's statue itself.
Just then a prospective initiate stopped me.
"Hi, my name's Ledge and I'm going to be a freshman this year and I was wondering if you could put me
up for the night."
"My pleasure," said I.
''What do you do here for entertainment? " he asked.
^Consulting my leaflet, I gave him the party line:"We go down by the banks of the sacred river and slug
rats with Volume I of Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire."
He consented willingly and we trucked out to the
river. I think he thought it strange when I dipped into
the river wrapped a raw fish in seaweed and ate it, but
I suppose he wrote it off to those weirdos one meets in
college.
Said initiate could not speak "hip" as we discovered
when he asked my roommate if there were any courses
he particularly liked.
''You meana course I really got off on, right?"
"No, one you really liked."
Actually, he and my roommate got on handsomely.
Alter a night of partying which lasted until perhaps
lour a.m. Ledge enters myroommate'sroom at 6 a.m.
to ask him if he wants to go to breakfast
In the two weeks that Ledge was destined to remain
wun us he never touched any intoxicant. We finally
dragged him down to the College View Tavern for the
Jipations which our order demands as part of Friday
night services. At this time he gets drunk and falls into
crossm
™,
g Summit Street
Well, we lose more initiates that way
Arigato. (APPLAUSE).

iccts represented by the collections was ex
tremely broad and included Science Fiction
The Black Experience, Contemporary
Religion, Parapsychology, Films, p e a c e and
Non-violence, among others
First Prize, $150.00, was awarded Peter
Bileckyj for his W.H. Auden collection. Second
Prize S100.00, goes to W. Barry Ahearn for a
collection on James Joyce. Third Prize, $50 00
on Biblical hxegesis.

Film
, Six California lettuce workers will present
the movie "Si, Se Peude" on Wednesday, May 2
in the University of Hartford's Gengras
Campus Center. The workers are members of
Cesar Chavez's United Farm Workers Union
and the film details the Union's non-violent
organizing campaign in Arizona.
"Si, Se Puede" ("Yes, It Can Be Done") is a
film about the 24-day fast and the organizing
which grew from it-inclgding the lettuce
boycott.
The film is 45 minutes long, in color, and
features Joan Baez and Mrs. Coretta Scott-

King as well as the farm workers of Arizona
Narration is in English. It will be shown at 8:00
P.M. on Wednesday, May 2. Tickets are
available at the door: $2.50 for adults and $1.00
for students. Admission is free to anyone who
cannot afford a ticket. For more information
contact United Farm Workers 233-7234.

PubKshing
The 26th session of the Publishing Course will
be held from July 2 to August 10 as part of the
Harvard Summer School. Instruction is
provided by over 50 leading book and magazine
executives. They are listed on the enclosed
tlyer.
™ e c o au r smee d isa t an
intensive professional
Lrto U?V m
't e r 6 S t e d r ienc ae n t w"«W> graduates
Pr- r f
Polishing career.
priority is given to those who are not yet employed in the field.
(Continued on Per. 10)

In TheThird World
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Africa Is At
By the Political Education Committee of the Trinity Coalition of Blacks
The people of Mozambique, Angola, Guinea-Bissau,
and Hie Cape Verde Islands are engaged in battle with
the Portuguese colonialists who are trying to maintain
economic and political control over them. Portugal has
received financial assistance from the United States
which has enabled them to continue the systematic
oppression of our people.
The people of A/ania (South Africa), Zimbabwe
(Rhodesia), and Namibia (South West Africa) are
waging a protracted struggle with white settlers who
are occupying and claiming African soil as their own.
These settler governments are receiving support and
supplies from U.S. trade and military pacts, and
American industry which enjoys the high profits that
Africans receiving starvation wages can bring.
Here in the Americas the African struggle is waged
on many fronts, but the same forces which are
operating on the African continent are in motion here.
In the Caribbean, Blacks are still fighting every day
for true economic and political independence. Here in
North America the same story is told in many different
ways. Recently a large firm in Oakland, California
closed down its factory, putting thousands of Black
people out of work, and re-opened the factory in South
Africa where they exploited the cheap source of labor
made available by the racist policies of the white
settler government. Two students shot at Southern
University, inmates killed by the National Guard in

Attica State Prison, O.E.O. budget eliminated, 100,000
to be dropped from New York City welfare rolls;
African people are being attacked on all of these fronts.
African Liberation Day will protest the oppression of
African people throughout the world.
The Conn. African Liberation Support Committee
(ALSO is a coalition of representatives of various
educational, religious, political, and social protest
organizations which are committed to selfdetermination for all African people. As such, the
Conn. ALSC will attempt to mobilize all sectors of the
Black community to participate in this year's African
Liberation Day demonstration which will take place on
May 26th in New Haven, Ct.
WHY AFRICAN LIBERATION DAY?
Last year May 27, 1972 was declared African
Liberation Day, and demonstrations and rallies were
held in six cities in North America and the Caribbean;
30,000 African people gathered in Washington D.C. to
protest the crimes committed against Africa and her
people and to demonstrate solidarity with the struggles
of Africans who are fighting in the Motherland. On May
26th of this year, demonstrations will be held in 22
major cities in the Western Hemisphere. New Haven
will be one of the cities to participate in the ALD activities for 1973.
May 26th will be the first time since our parents
marched in the streets in response to Mussolini's at-

This Week

9:25 p.m. Film: Chloe in the Afternoon - Cinestudio.
10:30 p.m. Compline Chapel.
Wednesday, May 1
12:30 p.m.
Eucharist • Chapel.
l:00p.m. -Varsity Baseball -Wesleyan • Away.
3:00 p,m, Varsity Tennis - Wesleyan - Home.
3:30 p.m. -Varsity Lacrosse- Union Away.
•1:00 p.m. - TCC • Wean Lounge,
7:30 p.m. - Film: The Reivers . Cinestudio.
8:00 p.m. - TWO Film: "A Woman Rebels"
McCook
v
Auditorium.
9:35 p.m. • Film: The Life and Times of Judge Roy Bean Cinestudio.
Thursday, May 3
9:00 a.m. • 4:30 p.m.
Preregislration
Washington
room
3:00 p.m. Women's Lacrosse • Miss Porters School •
Home.
Varsity Golf • New Englands-al Lincoln, Rhode-isiandr—
4:00 p.m. • Friends of Trinity Art - Lecture by Henry
Russell'Hitchcock "Early State Capitols: The First 50
Years"
Room 320, A.A.C.
?;30 p.m.
Film: The Reivers
cinestudio.
9:00 p.m. Quit Clinic Rooms 133,134,136, L.S.C.

Tuesday, May 1
12:00 1:00 p.m.
SAC Senate Room.
2:00p.m. Froshmnn Lacrosse- Amherst - Away.
2:00 p.m.
Lecture (or Sociology Students by Robert
Friedrich "Second Thoughts on A Sociology of Sociology" •
L.S.C Auditorium,
3:45 p.m.
Lecture: Robert Friedrlch "The Impact of
Sociolony and Existential Factors on Scientific
Judflcmenl"
L.S.C. Auditorium.
3:00 p.m.
Freshman Baseball • Greater Hartford
Comm. Col. Away,
3-.00 p.m. Track- Coast Guard and Amhersf at Amherst.
3:00 p.m. • Freshman Tennis Wesleyan - Home.
3:30 p.m. - Women's Tennis • Wesleyan - Homo.
4;Cfl o.m.
American Studies Majors Meeting • Wean
LOW •."
<l:0(i p.r.-i Pro-Law Students Meeting . Alumni Lounge.
7-on p ,r
MIIBoa Alumni Lounge.
/ , iO p in. Economics Majors Meeting Wean Lounge.
7:;i0p.m. F i l m : A Severed Head - Cinestudio.
i|: 15 p.m, Oman Recital Calvin Hampton, Organist and
Choir Mailer, Calvary Episcopal Church, N.Y.C, Chapel.
'):<m p.m,
Bible Study The Letter to the Romans •
Chapel Undwrrolt.

(You May Call Collect)
212-

n Wilderness Camping
• Sierra Design's ••The North Face
.
. Kelty-Gerry-Alpine,Designs ,.
. Jan Sport ••• Mountain Master
. .. •
. Eiqer Blacks • White Stag -Eureka
••..
. Vasque • Fabiano • Rich-Moor . :. . .
,. Wilson • Mountain House
n Rock Climbing
rchouinard- Mammu.t • S.alewa
,;.
.

-

';.•

n S k iT o u r i n g
'.••:_•
.USplitkein/Bass-HaugenTvToppen
. Asnes • Bonna • Troll • Tempo
. villom • Ele/Bass

B O G .
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•

•

-
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•

•

-

.
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:
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:
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'
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n Whitewater
. Hiqh Performance • Grumman
. Kober • Rohmer • Peter Storm..
. Old Town- Prijon • Schafer

See what we mean?'

- . • . . . . " ' :

,

'

Middletown.
7:00 p.m. SIM5 McCook 102.
7:30 p,m
Film: The Emigrants Cinesluclio.
8:15 p.m.
Theatre Arts Program (see Thursday)
Goodwin Theatre.
:
•
"
•, ,, •
Monday, May 7 : ' -1.. '.,. :' •"••;•.• ' ;:: V \ •;• / .'.•.'.''V' v . v
3.00p.m. Women's Tennis Wesleyan H o m e '
;
;
3:00 p.m. JV Baseball • Wesleyan Away.
'
7iQ0 R.m. SIMS • McCook 102
7:30 p.m. Film: The Emigrants • Cinesludio.

CIERI'S PHARMACY
(pron. Series)
130 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE
CORNER OF BROAD STREET

595-4220
CONTROLLED PARENTHOOD
Suite 55
200 W. 72th St N.Y.C., N.Y.
Safe, Low-Cost
Confidential
Non-Profit Organization

247-7926
We look forward to serving you
better in our new modern store.
All Essential Needs
Prompt Courteous Attention
Open daily B A.M. to 8:30 P.M.
Sundays 8 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

INFORMATION
ABORTION GUIDANCE
An Abortion can be arranged within 24
hours and you can return home the same day you leave!

CALL TOLL FREE

(800)523-4436
672 Farmington Ave., West Hartford,

:

Sunday. May 6
: ,
10:30 a m
Historical Service: Sunday Eucharist in the
Manner of the Book of Common Prayer, 1928 Chapel.
1:15 p.m. Newman Apostolate Mass Alumni Lounge.
? 30 p.m. Women's Crew at Middletown U Mass and

ABORTION
.

'

Cinestudio.

FREE PLACEMENT
FREE PREG. TEST
N.Y.U. MEOICAID ACCEPTED
CALL

and Whitewater outfitter.
Plain, simple, and true. • ,

,

:

ABORTION

Clapp & Treat is Central,
Connecticut's leading wilderness
camping, rock climbing, ski touring

•

8:00-11:00 p.m. • Liberation Support Movement Team:
7:30 p.m. Film: Ttie Reivers Cinestudio.
Dennis and Ginger Mercer, Vancouver, BX. ( Peter
8:15 p.m. Theatre Arts Program "The Night Thoreau
Dollner, Denmark
"Revolution in Africa" • L.S.C Spent in Jail" Goodwin Theatre.
Auditorium.
9:35 p.m..Film-. The Liloand Times of Judge Hoy Bean
8:00 p.m. • TWO Poetry Reading: Jennifer Humphrey
Cine&tudio.
Alumni Lounge.
• 8:00 p.m. - SIMS McCook Auditorium.
Saturday, May 5
8:00 p.m.
Watkinson Library Open House, Gordon
B:O0a.m. l:00p.m Proticier y Exam tor Clinical Lab
Carroll, Director of Cardavon Press "Editors and
Personnel L:S.C. Auditorium
Authors" • Trumbull Room.
12:00 p m . Varsily Baseball • Colby Away.,
-;' ^"liajj
. 9:35 p.m. Film: The Life and Times of Judge Roy Bean
1:30p.m Freshman Lacrosse • Yale-A,way f; " ' '•'•"*"•"*•
Cinestudio.
2:00p.m. Freshrnart;Bflsebail • ^mfTapst^:|"
10:30 p.m. • The Eucharist
Chapel.
;.:0flp.nv Track -,Uniofir Awisf:S'l''iiC?:-^'*:.t;y-:*p'1''.1'*;.
Friday, May 4
. 2:00-10:00 p.m. Cbpccrton Ids Quad sponsored by MH
9;00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Pre registration -. Washington
Room.
\
2:30p.m. Varsity Baseball Bowdoin Away.
Sailing Inv.itational at M.I.T.
3:15 p.m. - Varsity Tennis Army Away.
j . ..3^30 p.m. _Varslt.y Lacrossei ^Njchols • Away.
Wlen's
Crew- Callow Cup'R\ Worcester.
•.:.••.-••••
<J:OG p.m. Women's Tennis • Williams Away.
7:30 p.rh. Film: The Reivers Cinesludio,:
•1:30p.m. Freshman Baseball - Loornis Away.
8:15 p.m. Theatre Arts Program "The Night Thoreau
Varsity Golf New Ehg lands at Lincoln, Rhode Island,
Spent in .tail" Goodwin Theatre.,
6:45 p.m. Hillel Kiddush and Shabbat Service - Goodwin
9:35 p.m Film: Ttie Life and Timeso) Judge Roy Bean
Lounge.
1

EUROPE! TransArlantic Flights ($200
round trip - leave from most major cities),
Rail Passes, Car Rental Plans, and Camping Tours. For your free travel planner
contact your BOAC campus representative:
Ellen, 246-1102.

We couldn't
say it
if it
wasn't true.....

• Eiger

tack on Ethiopia in 1935 that thousands of Africans will
march through New Haven, Ct. in solidarity with our
brothers and sisters on the African continent. In the 38
years since Italy tried, and failed, to colonize Ethiopia.
Africans have not been offered a truce to sign, nor a
ceasefire treaty, nor an opportunity to reclaim
prisoners of war. On May 26 Black people in New
Haven, Ct. will march and rally to:
1) show solidarity with the Southern African
liberation armies and participate in a program of
material support for these efforts.
2) point out the intense U.S. involvement in our oppression here and on the African continent. While
Nixon slashes funds and jobs for Black people in this
country, the U.S. government provides $436,000,000 in
aid to Portugal's wars in Africa. This is but one
example of U.S. government strategy to oppress Black
people everywhere.
3) to protest the presence of the imperialistic,
colonialist gangster European states of Portugal,
Rhodesia, Britain, South Africa (and their other'
supporters) in our Motherland.
Africa is at war and we must unite our energies to
insure our inevitable victory. The African Liberation
Support Committee welcomes your participation and
your contributions. For further information please
contact: African Liberation Day Coordinating Committee
••';•:•••

A Non-Profit Organization
opwn 7 day* a week
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Announcements
Jobs
Any studont applying soon can get a summer
job in Europe for July, August and September.
Jobs Hre available in the following countries
listed in an order combining availability and
number of jobs; time required to process
permits and other papers;
required
qualifications; and social and other factors. 1)
Austria, 2) Switzerland, 3) Germany, 4)
France.
Paying jobs now open include all kinds of
summer resort, hotel, tavern, and restnruant
work, Standard wages ore paid, and room and
board are provided free and arranged in advance. Volunteer work is also available In
Germany, Spain and France but volunteer
work offers only free i'oom and board with no
wages.
Work permits, hea'th insurance, and a S-day
orientation period are provided in Europe to
nsure that you get off to your job at the right
ime with the right information and correct
papers, after learning what to expect in
Europe. All other instructions, information and
details are exchanged by mail through the SOS
Luxembourg Student Organization while you
are still at school or at home.
Students wishing a summer job in Europe
may obtain an application form, job listings
and descriptions, and a student handbook on
earning your way In Europe, by sending their
name, address, educational institution, and $1
(for addressing, postage and handling to
Summer Placement Officer, Student Overseas
Services, 22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg •
Europe.
AUSTRIA - A summer job in Austria Is
availableto any student applying now. The age
limits are 17 • 27, and the jobs are in resort
hotels, Alpine and lakeside resorts, taverns,
and restaurants. Standard Austrian wages are
paid, and free room and board are provided
with each job and arranged for you in advance.
No foreign language requirement in most
cases. Wages range between $130 and $230 a
month (depending upon your actual job) plus
tt\e free room and. board,
SWITZERLAND - Resort, hotel, restaurant,
hospital and farm jobs are available,for this
summer. Ski report and hotel work will be
available this fall and winter. Room and board
are free. Wages are from $135 to $235 a month.
GERMANY - Factory, hotel, restaurant,
farm and hospital fobs available any time of
year. Good wages, and room and board are free
except with factory jobs. For any job in Ger-

many allow at least two months for SOS to
obtain your permits and papers.
FRANCE • Farm and fruit picking work
available in the spring and summer. Camp
counseling jobs available throughout the
summer but you must be able to converse in
basic French. Factory jobs available during
the summer. Good wages, and shift work
allows time to visit Paris, Amsterdam and
other cities. Bringing in the wine harvest
(grape picking) is a popular fall job, Standard
wages are always paid, room and board are
provided free except with factory jobs.

German
Are you interested in studying German at
Trinity this summer?
If demand warrants, Trinity wifl offer both
elementary and intermediate German in the
summer session, covering the equivalent of one
year of college German in six weeks (three
class hours daily, Monday through Friday,
from June 25 to August 3.) Emphasis will be on
gaining facility in reading German, but skill in
understanding, speaking, and writing will also
be developed as much as possible. Students will
be encouraged to read texts in which they are
expecially interested, and an instructor will be
available for individual help every afternoon
after classes.
If interested, please contact Dr. Carl V.
Hansen, Seabury 42-A (Box 1328) or Dr. Donald
D. Hook, Seabury 42-B (Box 1320).

Abroad
Working Abroad, a free brochure now
available from CIEE, describes several opportunities for U.S. students who want to work
abroad this summer including au pair work in
France, farm work in Norway and hotel work
in Switzerland. Other choices are picking olives
on a kibbutz in Israel, teaching English to a
family in Finland and harvesting grapes in a
vineyard in France.
Working Abroad also contains an application
for "Summer Jobs in Britain and Australia", a
service offered by CIEE in cooperation with
the British Universities Student .Travel
Association and the Australian Union of
Students. Through this service, qualified U.S.
students may obtain work permits that enable
them to seek , unskilled jobs anywhere in Great
Britain or Australia for the summer.
Most students who have done any traveling
at all know about the Council on International
Educational Exchange since CIEE -• the
.lacfle.sLstudfinttrave].QraanizatiDa.lnJhe.JJ..s_J.-._.

has been involved in all aspects of sludf'nt
travel for the past 76 yean;.
For a free copy of Working Abroad and otiwr
information on work, study and travel abroad,
write to CIEE, Department W, Til United
Nations Plaza, New York, Now York 101)1/. or
607 South Park View, Los Ami el w, California
90057.

Sociology
Robert Frludrichs, chairman and |iroli".'.or
of Sociology at Williams Collide, will 'ipeak
today, at 3:<1!> p.m. in llin l i f e Hcirou".
Auditorium. His topic will lio "Tho lmi>,tt"i <>i
Social and Existential 1 actors <in inieniilic
Judgement." Free punch and t.hoi til.iN' thi|t
cookies will be served.
Friodrtchft is tho author of A Sociology of
Sociology, winner of the Sorokln Award of ihe
American Sociological Association, which d i a l
the book as providing "a unique and coin
prohonsivc perspective by which wo may come
to understand the growth and development of
the discipline.1."
His lecture is bein<j sponion.'U by the
Department of Sociology hen; at Trinity and
promoted by the Student f.-;nti<rpriii*j in
Sociology (SES.)

Women
Trinity Women'?; Organization jire«,enf-i the
film "A Woman Robi'ln" Vrlarrintj K.ititerine
Hepburn on Wedno'iday, May '1, in AActunk
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. The liiin i% free »HHI ail
are invitod!

London
A nne •,eine\h-i tltleitje.c iplinary area
•,iinfi.>-, m-< urn in i on.irtii win commence In
l e l i n i a i y , lv/.i
[he |iiu. ( iam is being •
devel(i|ied liy Ihe iiiMifuleul IwroilCMn Studies,
ami i.it'uiiy will lie iirav/n i,n ijeiy from tonaon
Si lui.'ii id I ((mtiimt •, A*, academic advisor to
Ihe jirmjiain. I'jiifev.fii NmNiedqi!, Chairman
ill Nic Ot'iMi Kuril! til Intei nalional RfilatioriSat
l.nndim 'lilimil t,( * uiiifinni •.. v/ill visit trinity
mi iiiuiMi.iv, tv Ajuii, n> talk with sigdenis in
ihe I rii.tilly ( fult ine*.i lo llaiiilin Dining Hall)
id < ill i> i»t,
I lie iii«tiiaiii -.viii (fin'ii'.i oi the following
t-fii'e uiiic.ev aieocy '»H<I I'ractitp of Modern
i-.tifop'Siii novcr-iimf-ntf,, Contemporary
f ; ur<i|je,)ii n i ' J o r y , AiJ|»lieii Economics,
PhiUy,i>f\hHat (tn(i(ii»Ks id Britain and the
t,c:in!int;nt In a<tstificm, uvo coursifS will be
oilwed in ( iti'rfOiirt'. cjiiitiiitrvitivt! Literature:
liniain itnti fiie c'n.ttini'iit, and Contemporary
ftrHiiiH Tlteatie; ,inu «,ru<'H'iii', may also elect
an iiHlejieitrtenn Nluil; unilifr Hie direction Of a
faculty mi'inijer HI I aiuliiO
Theie will i.te a JJCIKKI oi lieKl study on the
Coniineni. an tu ii n m i i i i n Dfosoding tho
!,eme',fer, and the I,INJII',( lutoriiil teaclna
It-rjinique will he u'icti ttif'C)H<|ltOul 1(16 term,
•siudcnt', ,vfm are infet'e'aecl are urged to
tontr if.) '.jieak iVilK i'f(tlt",;ar Mortti(>d(|P. Plrst,
hfivvevi-f, |)li,',e,e iiWMil! iitFfii'm/iliOn in the
Uitif.i; (ii i tint affinal 'lerv-M". As Trinity is
iji't-.eiiiiy ,i!iiii;(!.-M v/ttu the Institute of
f ui(i|iF-an Miiitif., .in ii|}|*i!f,i»ii<>mi should be
anfi.iifii i(ifi.iui|ii sin' fjrnce of fiducationol

'They do not
that c/o not show tlwir lore

Choose Ki'f|i>iaiu
rtiiiliii.>'iM(
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Keepsak
assures a perfect
ofpro.ci.se cm ;int,l
.superb color. T h e r e i<i
no linci'diiiinojiil riuu.

Lo wenbrau
on Draft
sandwiches - pizza - beer
Micheiob
Budweiser Dark
Maximus Super
Openi 9 am to 1 am every day
except Sunday

across the street from campus
917 New Britain Avenue

Address
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]
f
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Track...
from p. 12
places being determined by time.
Captain Ed Raws took first in the discus,
second in the shot put, and third in the
hammer. His throws were all shorter than
those he heaved in the Middlebury victory,
and definitely were not of an exceptional
quality.
Gary Czajkowski leaped a fine 45'3" in his
victory in the triple jump, inches short of the
Trinity record. Czajkowski also copped 3rd
place in the high jump and a 4th in the long
jump.
The sprint quartet of Andy Taussig, Gary
Morgans, Eric Wright, and Ron Duckett
sped their way to victory in the 440 relay,
setting a new school record of 43.6. Duckett
and Morgans showed fine form in the event,
and the relay team now boasts the second
fastest time in New England this year
among small schools.
Rob Haff continued to show strength in the
mile run, taking a second place with a time
of 4:27.5. RPI's Tom Regan provided stiff
competition in the long jump and 440: Eric
Wright's splendid leap of 22'2" (2nd place)
was bested by Regan by two inches; and
Regan's 50.7 quarter mile-was too much for
Morgans, who turned in a 51.8 time, good for
third place. The pole vault saw, Joe Calabro
edge out teammate Hal Smullen for second
place, with a height of 12'6".
Under the leadership of coaches Jack
Daniels and Dick Taylor, Trinity College
track
has
witnessed
a
complete
metamorphosis in the space of just one year.

Pholo By David Levin

Daniels has taken a much firmer hand in
running the team, a move which was
welcomed by the harriers. The more
rigorous and well-designed workouts have
already begun to pay off, and the team is
expected to finish with at least a .500 record,
in dramatic contrast with last year's 0-5

mark. The team shows much greater
confidence and optimism this year, and the
feeling is well founded.
This week has the team facing a busy
schedule, Last Saturday's meet with
Wesleyan was postponed due to the lake
which formed on the track following

& Manhattanville College
Summer 1973
Studies in Quantity and Quality of Life SESSIONS II AND HI
The Journalism Institute SESSION II
The Publishing Institute
SESSION MI
THREE
SESSIONS:

I. June 11-July 27 (7 weeks)
II. June 25-July 27 (5 weeks)
III. July 30-August 31 (5 weeks)

Manhattanville Offers;
• Day and Evening Courses in Art, Music, Sciences, Humanities
• For Undergraduates, Graduates, Qualified High School Students
• Interdisciplinary Programs, Teacher's Certification Courses
• Coeducation, Air-conditioned Classrooms
• Residential, Recreational and Cultural Facilities
• Summer Studies in ttaly~an"d Spain
"
"~
•
For brochure write
Director of Admissions, Manhattanyille College, Purchase, N. Y. 10577

914/946-9600

TERRIFIC SALE! TERRIFIC SAIL!!
(Complete boat
, _
included free
with every sail purchase)

Friday's rain, and has been rescheduled for
Wednesday, May 2. Other action this week
involves today's triangular meet with
Amherst and Coast Guard at Amherst, and a
dual meet at Union.

Triii Laxmen

Defeat URI
The Trinity Lacrosse team won its third
straight game of the season, a come-frombehind 10-3 victory over previously rS-0
Rhode Island, yesterday at Trinity.
URI scored quickly and early to take a 3-1
lead in the first period, but Trinity came
back to score the next nine goals. Coach
McPhee brought in Chris WyJe to mind the
goal, and that was that. The team's leading
scorer, Nick Bensley led the attack with five
goals.
SCORING SUMMARY -6Games
Goals Assists Points
Nick Bensley
17 4 21
Chris Mooney
8 3 11
Nat Williams
6 3 9
John Westermann
5 1 6
DaveLewis
5 1 6
2 4 6
Chris Max
2 1 3
Gene Coney
Rick Johansen
2 0 2
1 1 2
Rich Tucci
Paul Gossling
1 0 1
Kiplmlay
1 0 1
Frank Chase
0 \ 1
0 1 1
Craig Colgate
Ron Kaplan
0 1 1
TOTALS
50 21

n

Here it is; a genuine 45-square-foot nylon sailboat sail, sporting
the label of the world's largest-selling beer! And with it you
get a complete Sea Snark, the world's largest-selling sailboat!
Right! For the reduced price of $90.00 (regularly about
$120.00), you can hoist the King's colors, and ride the wind
and waves in your own personal sailboat.
The Sea Snark is so simple to rig, so unsinkably easy to
handle, you'll be under sail the very first day. And there's room
aplenty for two adults, plus gear and grub
and a cooler-full of Budweiser®.
Why let acres and acres of perfectly good water
go to waste? Send-today for your Sea Snark,
and raise sails with the fun set!
Sea Snark® Specifications:
Hull is one-piece, high-density expanded .
polystyrene, 11-foot overall length, with
wraparound gunnel guard. • Mast,
boom and spar of toughest alloy,
»-T*
seamless aluminum. • All wooden
parts and fittings have durable spar varnish
finish. • Sea Snark sailing instruction
manual included free with boat.

-

— » MAIL TO:

——

Snark Products, Inc., Dept. C, One Riverside Plaza, North Bergen, N.J. 07047
Please ship me, freight prepaid,

Sea Snark(s) with Budweiser label sail at $90 each.
(Quantity)
(New; Jersey
Enclosed is my • check • money order for the total amountof $residents add state sales tax).

k

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-ATGSB
OCAT
NAT'L. BDS.

Preparation tor tests required for
admission to graduate and professional schools
• Six and twelve session courses
* Small groups
'Voluminous material for home study
prepared by experts in each field

'Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
can be spread over a period of
several months to a year, or for
out of town students, a period
of one week

Special Compact Courses during
Weekends - Intercessions
Summer Sessions

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
T675 E » t 1Bth Slrml Brooklyn. N Y
p t » 334-5300

NOTE;

ITATE;
we cannot ship to Post Office Box Numbers. Allow four
by law.

:

,

. " ' • « * ,

»LSAT ALSO GIVEN
I IN CONN. AREA
CALL 203-653-7519
DAYS. EVENlNGb, WEEKENDS

|~£
SINCE 1938

Branches in Major Cities in U.S.A.
The Tutoring School wilh the Nationwide

Reputation
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Fairfield, MIT Fall to
Improving Trin Laxmen
By Meat and Dog

I

This past week, Trinity's lacrosse learn
crushed Fairfield 19-2 and hung on to beat
M.I.T. 8-7. The two victories evened the
Bants season record at 3-3.
Fairfield entered the Trinity contest with
a record of 5-1, but were blown off the field in
the first quarter. Nick Bensley scored seven
goals and garnered three assists in the
contest, while Nat Williams collected three
goals, John Westermann and Gypsy
johanson scored two each, while Chris
Mooeny, Chris Max, Goose Gossllng, and
Gene Coney netted one apiece. Also
breaking into the scoring column was Kip
Imlay who scored the first goal of his varsity
career on a brilliant manuever that was a
sight to behold for all those present.
Coney's expertise on the face-oi'fs was
largely responsible for Trinity's victory, as
he consistently gave the Bantams
possession of the ball and consequently set
up fast break situations.
Trinity spotted M.I.T. an early goal, then
countered with goals by Nick Bensley and
Dave Lewis. After the Engineers tied the
game at two, Chris Mooney scored, to give
the Bantams a lead they never relinquished.
Completely dominating the rest of the half,

'

Trinity took a (i-3 lend at the half.
Nat Williams and John Woslermann'
scored early third period goals to increase
the margin to H-3. At this point the Bantams
relaxed and almost blew the game. M.I.T.
scored four straight goals to narrow the
margin to 8-7, and had a man advantage for
the last 40 seconds of the game. Hut Trinity
held on to its precarious lead, and thus
evened its season mark at 3-3.
The laxmen have a chance to make the
NCAA post season tournament if they can
win their remaining four games.
The remaining games include tilts at
Union on Wednesday, Nichols on Saturday,
and the regular season finale at Wesleyan
next Wednesday. None of the games are out
of |he reach of the laxmen, but none of them
are sure wins either.
Nick Bensley continues to lead the team in
scoring with' 17 goals, and is tied with
sophomore midfielder Chris Max with four
assists. Dave Lewis is the leading scorer
from the midfiold with five goals and an
assist, while Chris Mooney, playing both
midfiold and attack, is the only player to
have scored a goal in every game,
(sec page 11)

Bantams Fall Victim to
Amherst Comeback, 3-2
By Doug Sanderson

Chris Mooney (12) goes after ball in Saturday's game won by Trinity over
MIT, 8-7. Caught off balance, Jon Stevens (9) goes down. See adjoining story.

Track TeamTakes 2nd
In Williams-RPI Meet
By Gary Morgans

Duckett remain* undefeated in spring
The Bantam track team traveled last competition as he again captured the 100
Tuesday to Williams College's 1/3 mile (10.0) and 220 (22.5), and anchored the
cinder belt for a triangular meet with their winning 440-relay team. All sprint times left
host and RPI, and came away with a second something to be desired, as the Williams
place finish. Williams scored 81 points in meet management insisted upon running
securing their victory, while Trinity tallied trials ai d finals in the 100 and 220, instead of
60, to the Engineers' 50. The meet adds both just finals, as is customary. It was the first
a win and a loss to Trinity's record, which . time in his eight years of track that this
reporter had seen such a practice, and it
now stands at 2-1,
As in the victory over Middlebury ten days must be said that it has little to recommend
before, sprinter Ron Duckett, weightman itself by. When the number of entrants in an
Ed Raws, and jumper Gary Czajkowski led event exceeds the number of lanes
the scoring, accounting for almost half the available, usually two heats are run, with
(Continued on Page 11)
Trinity points between themselves.

Dave Moriarty's third hit of the game, a
two-out single in the ninth, drove in Amherst
College's second run of the inning and gave
the Lord Jeffs a 3-2 victory over Trinity
College Wednesday at Amherst.
Bob LaVigne led off the ninth with a hard
double down the first base line and scored
one out later on Jim McNitt's single. Bantam pitcher Jim Balesano then got Paul
Horan on a grounder before Moriarty's
game-winner, which barely socred McNitt
on a close play at the plate.
Trinity had taken the lead in this wellpitched contest in the seventh inning. After
recording his eighth strikeout Lord Jeff
starter Bill SeyemLgaveupsingles to Mike
Hoskinson and Dave Kuncio.
Ace lefty Don Douglas, the eventual
winner, was brought in. But Bill Carpenter
broke a long drought by driving a single up
the middle to score Hoskinson, Larry Haas
reached on Douglas' error, and Balesano
Change: Women's Lacrosse game vs.
U.R.I, from April 28 to May 1 - 3:30
Home.
Change: Women's Tennis vs. Miss
Porter's to Thursday May 3 -3.00 Away.
Change: Freshman Lacrosse vs.
Amherst to May 3 - 2:00 Away.

Trinity's Women's crew lost to Princeton Sunday morning on the
their first loss ever. L to R- Nancy Moore, Cuyfer Overholt
S
wverlwlt
Packer, Linda Landon and Paula Colagel*
'

scored Kuncio from third with a mediumdeep sacrifice fly.
Amherst's first run came in the fifth.
Moriarty singled to right, was sacrificed to
second and scored on a triple by Mark
Woodbrey.
After the seventh inning outburst by Trin,
Rick Hall, with a double leading off the
eighth, was the only Bant to even hit the ball
off Douglas. The Sabrina ace whiffed six and
yielded two hits and no runs in 2-2/3 innings.
Balesano, whose arm received heat
treatments between the seventh and eighth
innings, went all the way in his first start,
striking out nine, walking two and yieldjpg
eight hits.
Trinity suffered from its normal offensive
anemia, garnering a meager six hits. Hall
had two and two walks and Kuncio had two
and one walk, in four at-bats each. Hall now
leads the team with a .539 average, but the
team as a whole is hitting in the sickly .200
region.
Amherst is now 10.0, while the Bantams
are 4-3. Three games Friday and Saturday
against W.P.I, and Tufts were cancelled.
Trinity visits Wesleyan tomorrow for two
games, starting at 1:00, then visits the North
Pole for three games, playing one Friday
against Bowdoin and two Saturday against
Colby.

£ 1 J * / caught a crab, It was
Katfcy Clark, Sukf Curttss, Debbie

Fh*re by David W v l f t

